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Sexual Orientation Clause

Despite perennial efforts by the
faculty and support from
students, Bates College refuses to
adopt a Sexual Orientation
Clause. The story on page 10.

SPECIAL FOCUS: THE DUKE’S WHISTLE STOP

Duke Accuses Bush of Dirty Politics
by Staff Reporters
Michael Dukakis’s address last Satur¬
day has been hailed as one of his oughest attacks on the Republican presiden¬
tial candidate George Bush. In what the
Boston Sunday Globe called “an un¬
usual, double-barreled counterattack,”
both the Governor and his mother ac¬
cused the Republicans of dirty politics.
Speaking in Merrill Gymnasium to an
audience of about 3,500, Dukakis ac¬
cused Bush of “ shameless play ing of pol¬
itics with the tragedy of crime.” He said
Bush’s use of the victims of a beating
and rape by an escaped criminal from
Massachusetts’ furlough program was
“exploiting human tragedy.”
Euterpe Dukakis ’25, the Governor’s
mother, introduced her Son to her alma
mater with candid but sharp remarks.
“I want to accuse Mr. Bush and his
party of misinformation, of mangling
the truth, of trying to divide us as
people,” she said.
Edmund Muskie ’36, who, along with
Senator George Mitchell, Congressman

“I don’t need any lectures from
Mr. Bush on crime fighting.”
Joe Brennan and President T. Hedley
Reynolds, joined Dukakis on stage, also
gave his own brief attack on the Repub¬
licans. “I don’t recall ever detecting the
kind of nasty tactics being used by the
opposition in this campaign,” he said.
“Mr. Bush is now challenging my
commitment and my concern for the
victims of crime,” Dukakis said about
Bush’s continual linking of Dukakis with
the Horton furlough case.
“I don’t need any lectures from Mr.
Bush on crime fighting,”
Dukakis continued in one of his most
emotional moments in the speech. He
then told two stories, one of an elderly
doctor who was robbed and tied up in
his office and the other of a 43-year old
man killed by a hit-and-run driver who
was believed to have been drunk or on
drugs. “Both those victims went to
Bates,” Dukakis said. “The first was
my father; the second was my brother.”
Some of Dukakis’ harshest remarks
departed from the prepared speech writ¬
ten for him. Aides were reported as say¬
ing he angrily wrote them out Friday
night after Bush raised the Horton case
again that day and asked Dukakis to
apologize to the Maryland couple Hor-

Luterpe Dukakis '25 and her son, Governor Michael Dukakis, both charged George Bush with playing dirty politics. Steve Peters photo.
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ton assaulted when he escaped.
Dukakis’ main attacks on Vice Presi¬
dent Bush revolved around education,
leadership and crime. He cited need for
values such as he learned from Bates
through his parents and the need for ed¬
ucators like Benjamin Mays who gradu¬
ated from Bates.
“We need a government that will set
high standards not only for the Ameri¬
can people, but that will set high stan¬
dards for itself. That’s not the kind of
leadership we’ve seen from the Republi¬
can nominee,” he said.
Dukakis brought up for the first time
an incident in Houston where an inmate
left a halfway house and eventually
raped and murdered a minister’s wife.
Bush was a supporter of the halfway
house and “presented that halfway
house with a presidential award—after
the.tragedy occurred,” Dukakis said.
The appearance at Bates gave the Du¬
kakis campaign an opportunity to show-

case Mrs. Euturpe Dukakis, the gover¬
nor’s mother, and the family’s relation¬
ship with Bates College, Dean of the
College James Carignan felt.
It also was a chance for Dukakis to
articulate some of the values important
to him, Carignan said. “The speech was
a major statement of the candidates val¬
ues—values which were gained in an en¬
vironment like this one.”
Paul Rosenthal, CSA coordinator
and former assistant professor of rheto¬
ric, agreed, “the speech was a chance
for Dukakis to define himself and his
values—why he thinks what he thinks.”
Rosenthal alleges that for much of the
campaign Dukakis has allowed the Re¬
publicans to define who he is, for exam¬
ple, the Massachusetts prison furlough
program, the Pledge of Allegiance, and
a polluted Boston Harbor.
“In this speech, it seems to me that
Dukakis was trying to— respond in a
better way to the doubts the Bush cam¬

paign has raised about him, such as his
sensitivity to the victims of violent
crime.”
“I think that if Dukakis wins the elec¬
tion this speech could be remembered as
a turning point in the campaign. He was
more personal than he has been,” Ro¬
senthal said.
Among those who packed Merrill to
listen to the Governor’s speech were stu¬
dents, parents here for Parent’s Week¬
end, faculty, administration and a large
number of invited local Democratic vot¬
ers. Also among the crowd were a few
Bush supporters who displayed signs
and chanted for Bush.
The Dukakis campaign decided to
hold the political rally inside because of
the bad weather Saturday morning. As a
result of that decision a number of local
supporters did not get to hear Dukakis
speak because of the limited capacity of
Merrill.

Invited Both Presidential Candidates,
Dukakis Accepted at the Last Minute
by Tim Mahoney

The process of getting Governor Du¬
kakis to come to Bates began during the
summer when Dean of the College
James W. Carignan wrote to both candi¬
dates inviting them to speak here.
“I explained the Muskie Archives
and the Making of the President ’88 pro¬
gram, and pointed out Bush’s connec¬
tion to Maine through his Kennebunkport home, and Dukakis’ ties to Bates
through his parents and brother,” Cari¬
gnan said.
Carignan got less than enthusiastic
responses from both campaigns, but he
requested that they keep Bates in mind.
Discussions with Bush’s Maine staff
made it look unlikely that the Vice Presi¬
dent would make it to Lewiston, but the
Republican campaign did offer a surro¬
gate speaker. Carignan turned this offer
down, but did extend the invitation to
the vice presidential candidate, Senator
Dan Quayle.

He let the Democratic campaign
know that Senator Lloyd Bentsen was
welcome. “I let the campaigns know
that the candidates were also welcome
after the election, win or lose.” How¬
ever, September slipped by and it be¬
came increasingly obvious that Bates
would not be on either candidates’
schedule.
Late last Wednesday morning, Octo¬
ber 5, Carignan got a call from the Du¬
kakis campaign, asking if the governor
could come on Saturday to deliver a ma¬
jor national speech. He told them he
would need to get back to them in regard
to their proposal.
After discussing the matter with Pres¬
ident T. Hedley Reynolds and others
who would be involved in the logistics of
the visit, Carignan called back that after¬
noon and told them that Bates would be
glad to have them, as long as the college
got a firm commitment.
“The employees of the Maintenance,
Security, and administration staffs de¬
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serve a great deal of praise. A lot of mid¬
night oil was burned in preparing for
this event on such short notice,” said
Carignan. Maintenance constructed a
platform for Dukakis and the press
cameras in front of Coram Library on
Thursday and Friday.
Likewise, Security had only two days
to prepare for the crowds, any possible
disruptive protestors or even any bomb

“A lot of midnight oil was
burned in preparing for this
event on such short notice.”
threats. Carignan was pleased the way
things went, despite the weather turning
bad.
' The program’s intention in inviting
both Dukakis and Bush was to give the
students, parents, and the community
an opportunity to see and hear a presi¬
dential candidate in the flesh. He
thought that the community was fortu¬

nate to experience the excitement of
having the national media here.
“It was a good educational experience
for the Bates community. My hope was
that the appearance would encourage
discussion and get people thinking about
who they will support in November,”
said Carignan.
When asked about the effects of the
national exposure on the college, Carig¬
nan said, “our goal was not to improve
our standings in the college guides. The
visit, and the Muskie Archives in gen¬
eral, are good in themselves . . . Events
like this aren’t the way to become a
’good’ college, the fact that we can at¬
tract speakers of such prominence shows
we are a ’good’ college. It takes a good
mousetrap to catch a good mouse.”
The invitation to Bush to speak at
Bates is still open but Carignan thinks it
is highly unlikely that he will except.
Bates and Lewiston are perceived as a
Democratic strong-hold. Additionally,
Dukakis has close ties with Bates.

Security at Bates Was
Tight to Minimize the
Risks to Dukakis
by Sean Andrews

Bates Security found itself presented
with a formidable chore in arranging last
minute safety preparations for the ar¬
rival of Governor Michael Dukakis this
past Saturday.
Mark McCracken, director of Bates
Security, was thrust into a complex se¬
curity planning process on the Friday
prior to Dukakis’ visit.
McCracken worked intensively with a
Secret Service site planner to make sure
that the Bates campus was devoid of any
possible dangers to the presidential can¬
didate. A series of meetings were carried

“An Explosive Ordinance Dis¬
posal Team from the Bruns¬
wick, Maine Air Station swept
all areas of the campus where
Dukakis might possibly have
gone, including Merrill Gym¬
nasium, Muskie Archives and
several restrooms.”
out between the Secret Service, the Lew¬
iston/Auburn Police and Bates Security
Friday to spell out security procedures
and policy for the arrival of the Dukakis
party.
Bates College normally seems a peace¬
ful and safe place, but the Secret Service
were not gambling on this image. Hedge
Hall and Roger Williams Hall were
originally viewed as the predominant se¬

curity risks because of their potential use
as sniper posts.
The movement of Dukakis’ speech
inside did not remove all possible
threats. The metal overhead door
through which the Governor entered
Merrill Gymnasium was seen as a portal
through which a sniper could shoot. To
hinder the possibility of this happening,
a plastic drop cloth was draped over the
opening to blur a potential assassin’s vi¬
sion.
An Explosive Ordinance Disposal
Team from the Brunswick, Maine Air
Station swept all areas of the campus
where Dukakis might possibly have
gone, including Merrill Gymnasium,
Muskie Archives and several restrooms.
Emergency plans were made in the
event of an incident. A room in Merrill
Gym was put aside as a place to put the
Governor if he was injured in an assassi¬
nation attempt. Two members of Bates
Security formed an ID intelligence
team. They were to identify individuals
if a problem occurred.
Whether the result of all the prepara¬
tions or not, Michael Dukakis’ speech
and visit went off without incident.
George Bush supporters who carried
signs were, in most cases, allowed in
against the wishes of Dukakis staffers.
According to McCracken this
“miffed” the Dukakis camp, but it was
an inevitable reality since the concerns
of the Secret Service and Bates Security
were to assure safety, not to be political
referees.

Governor Michael Dukakis enters the Merrill Gymnasium. Steve Peters photo.

The Men in Trench Coats Came With Dukakis
by Peter Carr

By Friday afternoon students and staff
were getting excited about the up-com¬
ing visit by Presidential Candidate Mi¬
chael Dukakis. What most people did
not realize was that part of Dukakis en¬
tourage was already on campus. Secret

A straight-faced secret service. Colin
Browning photo.

Service agents arrived at Bates on
Thursday morning to begin security
preparations.
Who are these men in trench-coats,
pin-stripes and red ties who pledge alle¬
giance to a person they may never meet
or even like? They are the legendary GMen, the men following in the footsteps
of Elliot Ness. They are the men in the
footage of Reagan’s assassination at¬
tempt who suddenly surrounded the
President waving sub-machine guns.
They are Secret Service Agents who
came to Bates to protect Governor Du ¬
kakis.
“We are here mainly to keep our eyes
open and keep the crowd orderly for the
duration of the Governor’s speech,”
said one of the agents from the Treasury
Department. “You never expect any¬
thing to happen, but you are always
ready.”
To make themselves ready, the agents
go through both basic education, ac¬
cording to what department they are in,
and extensive three month training in
firearms and other tactics. In addition,
they constantly sharpen their skills on a

daily basis. All agents carry pistols in a
shoulder holster just inside their sport¬
coat, but a few, who are closer to the
Governor, constantly have Uzis at hand.
The work as an agent in the field is
not a full-time job. Yet, there are regu¬
lar agents who are permanent aids to the

“I do have a thing about jump¬
ing in front of a bullet, even
though I’d have to do it.”
Governor, travelling with him at all
times. As a result of a shortage of man¬
power, assistants from many different
departments and locations are called in.
Representatives from the Treasury, De¬
fense, and Customs departments came
from Boston, Washington, D.C.,
Brunswick, and even Auburn.
All stereotypes aside, the work is not
glamorous. Every man is on a 21-day
schedule on 8-hour shift rotations.
“Sometimes it’s tough because you may
be flying all day and then have to man
your shift. Sleeping is not always a pri¬
ority,” said one agent.

“I don’t like any of it to tell you the
truth,” said another. “Man-power is
low which makes dealing with the
crowds and obnoxious news people even
harder.”
“This type of work isn’t in the job de¬
scription per se. You just do it,” noted
another. “I do have a thing about jump¬
ing in front of a bullet, even though I’d
have to do it.”
For many of these men, the feeling of
excitement has faded. They have seen
just about every scenario played through
once, encountered many a heckler, and
controlled many crowds. There is even
a part of history in some of these men.
One agent started in 1965 when he pro¬
tected President Lyndon Johnson.
Another recalls working for George
Wallace and Lloyd Bentsen when Wal¬
lace ran for President in 1976.
A job so interesting does offer some
advantages. “It is exciting sometimes to
do these assignments and break away
from the office and the paperwork. Be¬
sides, sometimes you get to see some re¬
ally nice places, like Bates College.”

Dukakis Speech Shows He’ s on the Defensive
by Chris Janak
Governor Dukakis’ speech of October
8th was characteristic, in many ways, of
what has become a defensive campaign
strategy. The debate has moved to the
ground which Vice-President Bush
staked out months ago, and Dukakis is
fending off Mr. Bush’s attacks, rather
than creating his own.
The content of the speech can be di¬
vided into four distinct categories: a de¬
fense of the Democratic party’s educa¬
tional policies, an attack on the patriot-

ism of the Republicans, a .defense of
Massachusetts’ prison furlough program, and a reaffirmation of Dukakis
own vision of positive American values.

Analysis
The speech began firmly on the
grounds that the Bush campaign has
staked out for the whole of the cam¬
paign. Mr. Bush is billing himself as the
“Education President”. He began the
debate on education in this campaign,
and he clearly perceives it as one of his

winning issues.
Hence, Dukakis is on the defensive on
this issue. His quoting of educator Ben¬
jamin Mays, his speaking at Bates, and
his advocacy of careers in teaching all
amount to rhetorical quick fixes in this
defensive area.
Dukakis’ second area of argument
was his second-line defense against Bush
campaign attacks on his patriotism. Du¬
kakis’ first line of defense here is to flat
out deny charges that he is unpatriotic.
The second line, especially evident in
this speech, is to attack Mr. Bush’s com¬

mitment to such American values as lib¬
erty, openness, and justice. On Satur¬
day, Dukakis emphasized the corruption
in the Reagan-Bush Pentagon, the IranContra issue, and some of the more evi¬
dent failings of the Reagan cabinet.
In this way, Dukakis is lashing back
at Bush’s questions about Dukakis’ pa¬
triotism. Bush has attacked Dukakis on
the “Pledge of Allegiance” issue, Du¬
kakis’ ACLU membership, and alleged
leftism in his family past. In this way, he
has forced Dukakis to hit below the belt,
■ SEE ANALYSIS, PAGE 15_
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The Text of the Dukakis Speech
Michael S. Dukakis
Remarks At Bates College
October 8, 1988

tivity or compassion we must extend to
the victims of crime. Unlike Mr. Bush,
I’ve been a chief executive on the front
lines of fighting crime. Unlike Mr.
Bush—who will not take responsibility
for anything—I, as a chief executive,
took full responsibility for that tragic
Horton case and acted to change pol¬
icy—and Mr. Bush knows it.

The great educator, Benjamin Mays,
who was a classmate of my father’s here
at Bates almost 70 years ago, once said
that “it is not a disgrace not to reach the
stars, but it is a disgrace to have no stars
to reach for.”
I’m running for President because I
want all Americans to aim high; not only
for themselves, but for their country;
and to understand that the best life, the
fullest life, the richest life is a life that
reaches out to your fellow citizens and
that works to improve the quality of all
our lives; to make our country stronger
and to make our country better.
These are the kind of values that I
learned from my parents—both of whom
attended Bates.
These are the kind of values that Ed
Muskie and George Mitchell have
fought for throughout their careers in
public service.

So let’s look at the facts and stop this
shameless playing of politics with the
tragety of crime. And looking at the
facts, I can understand why Mr. Bush
is struggling so hard to run away fromthem.
Mr. Bush knows that most states in
this country have furlough programs.
He knows that under Governor Ronald
Reagan’s furlough program in Califor¬
nia there were two terrible tragedies: the
murder of a police officer and the mur¬
der of a school teacher by inmates on
furlough. And unlike Mr. Bush, Gov¬
ernor Reagan took full responsibility for
them.
He knows that under his administra¬
tion, the federal prison system has
granted thousands of furloughs to drug
pushers and drug traffickers.
He certainly knows of his role in sup¬
porting a correctional halfway house in
Houston, one of whose inmates left the
house and raped and murdered a min¬
ister’s wife. He even presented that half¬
way house with a Presidential award—
after the tragedy occurred.
And he knows, or should know, that
I just signed extradition papers for a
convicted bank robber who is wanted to
stand trial for the murder of a Boston
police officer after Mr. Bush’s prison

“Lloyd Bentsen and I will
stand up for American values.
We won’t be doing business
with drug peddlers. We won’t
be selling arms to terrorists. We
won’t line the pockets of dis¬
honest defense contractors.”
And those are the kind of values that
I intend to fight for as President of the
United States.
That’s why, as President, I’ll be ask¬
ing you when you graduate to look be¬
yond the borders of your own lives, and
to consider the needs of your commu¬
nity.
To think about careers in teaching
and public service; to help end home¬
lessness and illiteracy in this country. To
work for a clean and healthy environ¬
ment. To use your energy and your skills
to help make America stronger—and
better.
Today, we stand on the threshold of
a new era. We can’t stand still, because
we know that our competitors and our
adversaries will be moving forward. And
we know that this country didn’t be¬
come the greatest nation on earth be¬
cause we were satisfied with the status
quo. We’ve always moved forward—de¬
termined to meet new challenges—and
conquer new frontiers.
We’ve got to re-build our economy,
re-tool our factories, re-train our work¬
ers, and meet the challenges of educa¬
tion and child care and health care and
housing that our families face every day.
But above all, we’ve got to restore our
commitment to basic American values.
We need a government that will set high
standards not only for the American
people, but for itself. A government that
not only enforces the law, but that obeys
the law. A President who will insist on
high standards for himself and for the
people who serve with him. A President
who will slam shut the revolving door at
the White House—once and for all.
Like Benjamin Mays, we’re going to
aim high.
We’re going to aim high because
that’s the kind of leadership America
needs. And we’re going to stand up for
American values because that’s what
America deserves.
America is a special place. And so is
Bates College. Both of my parents loved
Bates. My father became a doctor; my
mother a teacher. They used to > tell me
all the time that this was the greatest na¬
tion on earth. And that there wasn’t
anything I couldn’t accomplish if I
worked hard enough, and if I gave

“And because, since Wednes¬
day, he’s been running away
from his choice for Vice Presi¬
dent—remember
what
he
said—’Watch my Vice Presi¬
dential decision. That will tell
all.’ It sure does.”

something back to the country that has
given so much to me and to my family.
Not long ago, my mother was asked
what it was like coming to America for
the first time 75 years ago.
And she said, “People were coming
to the United States in droves from
everywhere . . . Because this was the
promised land. This was the land that
we (had) . . . heard about . . . there
were opportunities here that we didn’t
have in the old countries.”
That—for her and for the millions who
came to this country seeking opportu¬
nity—is America.

“And when I hear those outra¬
geous statements from Mr.
Bush these days, I think partic¬
ularly of two victims of crime .
. . Both of those victims went
to Bates. The first was my fa¬
ther. The second was my
brother.”
It’s the America I believe in. And if
we aim high enough and work hard
enough, it’s the America we will build—
for ourselves—and for generations to
come.
But it’s going to take strong leader¬
ship. Leadership with integrity. Lead¬
ership that takes responsibility—and gets
results.
And that’s not the kind of leadership
that we’ve seen from the Republican
nominee for the presidency.
George Bush likes to talk about
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American values, but time and time
again, he hasn’t stood up for them.
When Ed Meese was turning the Jus¬
tice Department into a laughingstock,
Mr. Bush didn’t stand up for the rule of
law; he cheered him on.
When those people in the White
House basement came up with the idea
of selling arms to the Ayatollah, Mr.
Bush didn’t stand up to them; he sat in
on 17 meetings and approved the deal.

system paroled him less than half way
through his 15 year sentence.
So why in the last few days are we
know being treated to a fresh assault on
the Horton case by Mr. Bush?
Because of his own pathetic record in
the fight against crime and drugs. The
failure of the South Florida Task Force.
The failure of the federal drug interd¬
iction effort. The trading of arms to a
terrorist nation. The dealings and pay¬
offs to Noriega.

When just about everybody in Wash¬
ington knew that Manual Noriega was
involved in drug trafficking, Mr. Bush—
instead of acting—turned his back.
But nothing demonstrates Mr. Bush’s
cynicism and disregard for American
values quite as clearly as what we heard
from Mr. Bush yesterday and what
we’ve heard from him for months on the
subject of prison furloughs and the Wil¬
lie Horton case.
Mr. Bush now challenges my com¬
mitment and my concern for the victims
of crime.
And when I hear those outrageous
statements from Mr. Bush these days, I
think particularly of two victims of
crime. One was a 77 year old doctor—
robbed, tied up, and left in his office late
one afternoon. The other was a 43 year
old man—struck down and killed by a
hit and run driver—a driver whom we
all believe was drunk or on drugs.
Both of those victims went to Bates.
The first was my father. The second was
my brother.
I don’t need any lectures from Mr.
Bush on crime-fighting or on the sensi¬

And because, since Wednesday, he’s
been running away from his choice for
Vice President—remember what he
said—“Watch my Vice Presidential de¬
cision. That will tell all.”
It sure does. And George, you can try
and run from that decision, but you
can’t hide it. And you can’t run away
from your own record of failure by ex¬
ploiting a human tragedy for your own
political ends.
Lloyd Bentsen and I will stand up for
American values. We won’t be doing
business with drug peddlers. We won’t
be selling arms to terrorists. We won’t
line the pockets of dishonest defense
contractors. We won’t cut sweetheart
deals with polluters. We won’t let any¬
one we appoint to public office come
back and lobby our administration as
long as I’m President of the United
States. And we will never exploit human
tragedy for cynical political purposes.
We believe in a different America. A
better America. An America where val¬
ues count. An America where truth is
cherished. And an America where pub¬
lic service is a public trust.

Vandal Shuts Off
Bio Dept’s Freezer
by Carlos Feferman
Three weeks ago someone entered an
equipment room of the biology depart¬
ment in the Carnegie Science Building
and turned off a -70 C freezer. When the
freezer was discovered it was at room
temperature, indicating it had been shut
off for a long period of time.
Several blood samples which were be¬
ing used in current research by Assistant
Professor of Biology R. Blake Whitaker
were irreplaceably lost. The cost of
these materials is undisclosed.
Fortunately for Associate Professor of
Biology Joseph Pellicia, his samples
were not damaged by the shut off which
would have resulted in the loss of several
thousand dollars worth of research
funds.
Had the incident occurred later in the
year, the potential for damage and loss
to the Biology department would have
been far greater. Senior theses samples
and materials would also have been af¬
fected.
Pellicia checked with maintenance to
see what chance there was that the inci¬
dent was an accident. Maintenance con¬
firmed that they had not turned off the
freezer. Since the freezer could only
have been turned off deliberately, Pel¬
licia suspects vandalism has struck the

Biology department again.
Last year there were a series of minor
incidents involving mixing up labora¬
tory rats and losing a biological lab sam¬
ple when someone turned off its carbonoxide gas feeding source. Because the
gas supply was controlled by a manual
valve, Pellicia said it could not have hap¬
pened accidently.
Because of the nature of the vandal¬
ism, whoever is responsible probably
knew who and how he or she was hurt¬
ing, Pellicia said.
The incidents of vandalism last year
were not publicized because the amount
of damage was not as great nor as costly.
Also it was believed that publicity would
attract more incidents of vandalism.
The Biology department leaves its
doors open as a sign of trust. According
to Pellicia “(some) students often come
in to do their research at night. Other
students are encouraged to use the de¬
partment microscopes and look at sam¬
ples studied in lab.”
Unfortunately, these incidents of
vandalism challenge the department’s
healthy atmosphere of trust. The threat
of these incidents goes beyond the mate¬
rial and monetary loss to the department
to the possible loss of free access to stu¬
dents.

Assistant professor of Biology R. Blake Whitaker lost research materials in the recent vandal¬
ism against the Biology Dept. Brad Wolansky photo.

Bates’ Average Grades are on the Rise
by Richard Samuelson
For a number of years, Bates was able
to boast of low grade inflation. That
meant Bates on average would not give
out many A’s for grades when compared
to similar schools of its standing. To
compensate for this, when students ap¬
plied to medical and law schools Bates
used to send a letter along with their
transcript explaining Bates’ low grade
inflation.
However, since fall ’87 the situation
at Bates has changed. The college then
stopped sending along with transcripts
such an explanatory letter.
Between the academic years from
1982-83 to 1986-87, the average grade
of the student body went up barely one
tenth of a point—from 2.76 (out of a
perfect 4.00) in 1982-83 to 2.85 in 1986-

87. During the 1987-88 year there was a
considerable jump; nearly one tenth of a
point in a single academic year. That
last jump brought Bates’ average grade
to 2.95.
“People can draw conclusions but I
don’t think it means we’ve dropped at
all,” said Virginia Griffiths, a member
of the Office of Career Services staff.
One effect of the recent increase she

“People can draw conclu¬
sions but I don’t think it.
means we’ve dropped at all.”
noted is that the traditional claim of low
grade inflation can no longer be made
on the resumes of Bates graduates.
However, grade inflation is not run¬
ning rampant in the classes. Griffiths re¬

ports that a yearly study done by Frank¬
lin and Marshall College, which used to
report that grade inflation was much
lower at Bates than it was elsewhere,
now reports that Bates has a similar rate
to other colleges such a Williams or Am¬
herst.
There are a variety of possible expla¬
nations for this rise in grades. The repu¬
tation of the school has improved in re¬
cent years and the admissions staff has
been encouraging this trend. According
to Dean of Admissions and Financial
Aid William C. Hiss, the school has bro¬
ken the application record in each of the
last five years, going from 2,650 to 3,730
applications in the last four years.
According to Dean Hiss, as a result of
this upsurge in applicants, “qualifica¬
tions have risen.” More of the nations
top school systems and the top private

schools are sending students to Bates. In
general, the new students are “more
prepared to do the work” at Bates, he
said.
Another possible cause of the upswing
in the average grades is that the typical
student has become more grade con¬
scious. According to Professor Anne
Lee, chairperson of the English depart¬
ment, “Students at Bates are enor¬
mously concerned with grades.”
This concern with grades is evident by
some of the changes in the character of
the school. “(The) library is full from
the beginning of the semester,” noted
Assistant Dean of Students James Re¬
ese. He added there are also “less par¬
ties than there were six or seven years
ago.”

■ SEE GRADES PAGE 6

Rosenberg Sues Colby for Sexual Harassment
compiled by Daniel Record

Colby College
Dorothy Rosenberg, a former faculty
member of Colby College and the wife
of former Bates Associate Professor of
Economics Robert McIntyre, has filed
suit against Colby charging both sexual
discrimination and sexual harassment.
Rosenberg charges the college with
sex discrimination and alleges that a col¬
league in the Department of Modern
Foreign Languages sexually harassed
her. She charges that the Waterville col¬
lege allowed him to remain on a commit¬
tee considering her for employment
even though she had complained about
him to campus authorities. The college
has referred all questions about the case
to its lawyer, Hugh MacMahon, who
says both of the charges are “totally
without foundation.” He points out that
the case has already been thoroughly in¬
vestigated and dismissed by the Maine
Human Rights Commission.
Rosenberg’s lawsuit is believed to be
the first in Maine by a female faculty

member alleging sexual harassment.
What drove her to sue, she says, was her
anger at the college’s response when she
complained through channels set up by
the institution to protect women. Al¬
though the college’s own affirmative ac¬
tion committee upheld her charge of job
discrimination, the college president
overruled the finding in a hastily written
note.
A Maine Times survey of University ol
Maine, campuses and three private col¬
leges—Bates, Bowdoin, and Colby—
turned up three formal charges of sexual
harassment by female professors besides
Rosenberg, one at each of the private
colleges. Female students have filed no
such formal complaints at the private
colleges, but the state university system
has a few every year. At the University
of Southern Maine, students’ informal
sexual harassment complaints constitute
the fastest-growing area of complaints.
From the Maine Times

Bowdoin College
Extensive damage and injury were
avoided at Bowdoin College fraternity

Zeta Psi recently when fraternity mem¬
bers and guests extinguished a fire set
during a party at the house early Satur¬
day night.
Zeta Psi president Kevin Stoehr’90
said house members were, “shocked
and upset about the whole thing.”
“It’s beyond us who could have done
something like this,” Stoehr said.
“Some people were upset right after it
happened, and accusations were thrown
around,
but
we’re
not
accusing
anyone.”
Head of Bowdoin security Michael
Pander said the incident was under in¬
vestigation and witnesses were still being
questioned. He said the fire was appar¬
ently set in a rear exterior stairwell in the
house while the party was in progress. It
was quickly detected and put out.
Stoehr said people in the house seized
fire extinguishers and fought the fire,
which was over within minutes. “Evi¬
dently someone had come in the back
door and made the fire with charcoal
and papers,” he said.
From The Bowdoin Orient

Top 25 Liberal Arts Colleges
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Swanthmore College
Amherst College
Williams College
Wellesley College
Pomona College
Wesleyan University
Smith College
Grinnell College
Bowdoin College
Haverford College
Oberlin College
Carleton College
Bryn Mawr College
Middlebury College
Vassar College
Colgate University
Mount Holyoke College
Claremont-McKenna College
Barnard College
Davidson College
Bates College
Colby College
Washington and Lee University
Hamilton College
Colorado College
from US News & World Report
October 10, 1988
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Archives Do More Than Collect Paper
by Nancy Wagner
The Edmund S. Muskie Archives is
more than just a building. It is an ambi¬
tious program to heighten students’ po¬
litical awareness and serve as a forum for
public affairs for the citizens of Maine.
The Archives are meant to both docu¬
ment the political career of Edmund S.
Muskie, class of 1936, and to sponsor
different events on campus related to
politics.
Christopher M. Beam, formerly with
the National Archives and Records
Administration in Washington, D.C.,
was selected last month as the new direc¬
tor of the Muskie Archives. As part of
his duties he will oversee the develop¬
ment of the policies of the Archives, and
the processing of Muskie’s personal pa¬
pers, office records, and memorabilia.
The archives’ records contain a great
deal of insight into the American politi¬
cal process as Muskie’s career stretched
from his first election to the Maine
House of Representatives in 1946 to his
appointment as Secretary of State in
1980 by President Jimmy Carter.
Christopher M. Beam, the director of
the archives, feels that “the Muskie Ar¬
chives are a tremendous historical re¬
source. Muskie is a significant political
figure—he played a key role in the de¬
velopment of national policies in the late
60’s and early 70’s.”
Dean Carignan agrees, “Muskie’s ca¬
reer is rich in its diversity of important
issues.’’ The Muskie archives will give
students a closer than usual glimpse of
the political process.
The archives
contain many fascinating materials re¬

lated to the American political scene.
The collection includes such things as
different theories about the Kennedy as¬
sassination, various viewpoints about
the pros and cons of the Vietnam
War,and information about Kennedy’s
investigation of the Mafia papers in the
60’s.
Perhaps one of the more interesting
documents is the anonymous letter
Muskie received in 1970 from someone
in the Justice Department. The letter in¬
formed Muskie that he was on Nixon’s
enemy list because he was running for
the presidency.
The Archives is still in the process of
cataloging more than five million pieces
of paper and an extensive collection of
films, videotapes, sound recordings,
photographs and other nontextual rec¬
ords which document Muskie’s life. Mr.

Beam, the director of the archives, esti¬
mates that it will be open to the public in
the fall-of 1990. However, the Archives
hope to create a program for secondary
school students this summer which
would give them some experience with
primary source research.
Because of its great value as a histor¬
ical resource, the Archives can attract
notable visiting scholars. The varied in¬
sights of these scholars will serve as a cat¬
alyst to make Batesies examine and
question the political system.
Beam stresses that “the Muskie Ar¬
chives is a repository for use by students
as well as outside researchers of one of
the richest and largest collections in the
nation of a modern U.S. political fi¬
gure.” In the future, the Archives hopes
to supplement the Muskie Archives with

related collections of historical docu¬
ments.
The Muskie Archives also initiates
programs that are not directly related to
the actual archives, but are meant to fos¬
ter political interest and awareness on
campus.
The Muskie Archives was responsible
for inviting Governor Michael Dukakis
to speak last Saturday at Bates.
The Making of the President, 1988 is the
first public affairs programs of the Ar¬
chives. Last night John Aldrich and
John White examined the strengths and
weaknesses of the campaign. On Octo¬
ber 28, another panel will discuss the
role of the media and on November 11
there will be a retrospective look at the
results of the campaign.

Charron Sharpens Security Skills
Newly appointed director Christopher
Beam.

Inflation
■ GRADES, FROM PAGE 5
Dean Reese said he also feels that as a
result of the good work that admissions
has been doing and the increasing
amount of active class discussions, “stu¬
dents have been better prepared (to do
the work) in terms of tests and papers.”
As a result of this better preparation,
grades are going up. This was demon¬
strated by the large number of people
who graduated Summa Cum Laude last
year; seven graduates.
The rise in the average grades is in
many ways the result of an upsurge in
the overall academic reputation of the
school. The school is attracting better
prepared students. In the words of Grif¬
fiths, so many people seem to know ex¬
actly what they want to do that “you are
worried if you are not directed.”
Many students arrive at Bates with an
idea of what they are going to take, and
according to Dean Reese’s estimate, by
the end of freshman year, more than one
half are sure about what their major will
be.
__

by Richard Sanuelson
Lillian Charron, who just completed
a two-week training course at the Maine
Police Academy, is the second Bates se¬
curity officer to graduate from a state
program to qualify to be a reserve police
officer in Maine.
The course Charron took trains re¬
serve police officers for the many of the
smaller towns in Maine that have to rely
on reserves to fully protect their commu¬
nities. Charron enrolled in the course as
part of an effort to strengthen the secu¬
rity corps at Bates.
After all, security at Bates does more
than unlock students’ doors and ticket il¬
legally parked cars. And the job of pa¬
trolling the campus is not easy, espe¬
cially when one considers that only one
person is on duty at any given time (not
counting the director). A college like
Bowdoin has so many people that they
can classify ranks in their security force.
Now with the extra training Charron
is more qualified to do her job which,
she said, “(is) to everybody’s benefit—
mine and Bates’.” The two-week pro¬
gram covered all aspects of police activ¬
ity: ethics, liquor laws, search and sei¬
zure procedures, arrest, the use of force,
traffic codes, and C.P.R. To some ex¬
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tent these courses were a review for
Charron who has previously served with
the Cumberland County Sheriff as a
corrections officer with the rank of Cor¬
poral.
Due to the ever-changing nature of
the law codes, the course also was a
chance for her to learn about modifica¬
tions in the law. One such example is the
change in the legal alcohol level in driv¬
ers from .1 percent to .08 percent.
The Maine Police Academy’s training
course is the result of consolidating a
course that municipal programs do in
twelve weeks into a two week cram
course. According to the Charron “it
was a long two weeks, but it was well
worth it.”
The facility was run like an army
camp—the students would rise at rev¬
eille and go to sleep at taps. (However,
judging from Charron’s coiffeur, they

did not have to have crewcuts.) The av¬
erage day consisted of solid classes until
5:30 p.m., but they often went much
later into the night, Charron said.
The extra training gives Charron
added knowledge that she hopes will
help her with her job which is to protect
and to help the students here at Bates. If
a student gets in trouble, or wants to
avoid getting in trouble with the police
she is now more knowledgeable of the
current law and can be of help.
Charron left to attend the program
after the party outside Roger Williams
Hall was raided by the police and the
day after she got back the fight at Small
House occurred. However, this was just
coincidence, she had decided to take the
course this summer. Charron cares
about the students at B. > as do all
those in security, she said, if we didn’t
care, we wouldn’t be here.”_
■

were fighting for
\ourufe

American Heart
Association

Sports
Dramatic First Win For Bates Football
by Mark Mandel
If one scene could properly portray
the emotional importance of the Bates
Football Team’s 27-24 victory over
Middlebury College on Saturday, it was
the scene at Garcelon Field just after
time had expired in the game.
Amidst freezing rain, sub-freezing
temperatures, and a biting wind, the en¬
tire Bobcat team and coaching staff emp¬
tied out onto the field to celebrate the
come-from-behind victory. What was
left of a frozen Parents Weekend crowd
erupted into a celebratory frenzy in the
stands.
The celebration did not only take
place because it was the first Bobcat win
of the season, but also because of all
Bates had accomplished in gaining the
victory. “It
was
especially
sat¬
isfying because of all that we as a team
overcame to win,” said Head Coach
Web Harrison. “We were already 0-2,
after being blown out by Wesleyan last
week, and we were playing a team that
had already shut out Amherst, 19-0.”
The victory came as a result of an in¬
credible offensive drive engineered by
junior quarterback Ed Travers with 1:19
left. Bates had the ball on their own 38yard line, with no timeouts left, and in
weather not particularly suited to the
passing game.
Yet Travers effectively moved the
Bobcats down to the Panther 25-yard
line, on passes to John Forbes ’90, Dave
Cogliano ’89, and James Ash ’90. Then,
with only 22 seconds remaining, Trav¬
ers found Ash wide open in the left flat,
and the junior split end raced in the rest
of the way for the go-ahead touchdown.
“We had lost so many games on our
last possession in past years, that it was
really refreshing to win one on our last
possession,” Harrison said. The head
coach also added that it was one of the
most memorable games he had ever
been associated with at Bates.
Most importantly, though, Bates
emerged from the game as a team more
assured of itself. Offensive and defensive
play came together at key situations dur-

Stuart Titus '91 celebrates the Bobcats' first victory. Joe Gromeiski photo.
ing the game, and several key players
stepped forward to contribute to the vic¬
tory.
Offensively, Jeff Bochenek ’90 and
Ike Stewart ’92 emerged as a'great tail¬
back combination in a potent Bobcat of¬
fense. Bochenek looked especially im¬
pressive, running the ball 27 times for
190 yards. Bochenek also scored on two
crucial touchdown runs of 57 and 20
yards, while Stewart gained 38 yards on
nine carries including several key short
running situations.
The offensive line contributed in com¬
ing together to play their best game of
the season. Jack Foley ’89, who was
moved to fullback from tailback for the

■ SEE FOOTBALL PAGE 8

Senior Bethany Maitland started this weekend's scoring trend. Colin Browning photo.

Weekend Brings Double
Wins For Women’s Soccer
by Jennifer Straus
The Bates Women’s Soccer Team
pushed their record to 4-3 this week,
adding two 3-1 wins, the first at Babson
College and the second over Amherst
College back at Bates. With solid play
both offensively and defensively, Bates
proved that they are “back on track”
and are very optimistic about the games
ahead.

In their game against Babson last Sat¬
urday, the Bobcats came out on to the
rainy field “fired up”. Bethany Mait¬
land ’89 opened the scoring with an as¬
sist from Sarah Carothers ’92 after 5:11
minutes of play. Lea Ciappenelli ’91
then followed with a goal two minutes
and 11 seconds later on an assist from
Maitland.
Babson then put the ball in the net
with 23:48 on the clock.
However,
Bates again showed their dominance in
the second half as Maitland recorded an
unassisted goal, securing Bate's’ win, 31.
In the beginning of their game against
Amherst on Sunday, the sides appeared
more evenly matched. Carothers scored
first to put Bates ahead in the first half.
Amherst’s Gail Regenstreif evened the
score with a goal 15:56 into the second
half. Bates then turned it on as Pamela
Kove ’91 put the ball in the net off of an
assist by Colleen L. O’Brien ’92.
Carothers followed 15 minutes and 38
seconds later with her fourth goal of the
season off of Maitland’s fifth assist.
Bates showed that they knew how to
raise their level of play, defeating the
Amherst team decisively, 3-1.
When asked about the Babson game,
Coach Diane Boettcher expressed her
belief that it was the Bobcats’ positive at¬
titude that made the difference. “It was
a rotten rainy day but the Bobcats came
out of the locker room fired up and
ready to play. Babson came out with a
negative attitude. We played hard and
were all over them. Everyone had the
opportunity to play and we all played
well.”
However, Coach Boettcher recog¬
nized that Amherst was going to be a
more challenging team. “I’ve never
seen a team so well organized,” said
Boettcher, “we both came out evenly at
the start.” Boettcher pointed out that it
■ SEE WOMSOCCER PAGE 9
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Volleyball Continues To
Roll Over Opponents
by Peter Carr

Bates Volleyball moved their record up to 19-1 this week. Colin Browning photo.

Football Wins

■ FOOTBALL FROM PAGE 7

game, also contributed significantly to
the ground attack with some crushing
blocks in key situations.
“Our offensive plan is never set in
stone,” Harrison said of the Bobcats
who gained 262 yards on the ground,
“but with the contributions of Jeff, Ike
and Jack, it is etched in pretty good right
now.”
While the defense still seemed succeptable to the big play, it tightened up
and played exceptionally well at crucial
times. The Bobcat defense held Middlebury to field goals two times after im¬
pressive goal-line stands, and probably
played best when Middlebury got the
ball on the Bates 35-yard line, with 7:34
left to play, and a 24-21 Panther lead.
From there Bates allowed a first down
at their own 22-yard line, before holding
Middlebury to little gain on three
downs. On fourth down, safety Chris
Magendantz ’91 intercepted a pass in
the end zone to get the ball back for the
Bobcats, only down by three points.
Dave Labadini ’91 also emerged as a
key defensive player, intercepting a pass
and recovering a Middlebury fumble in

October has definitely been a produc¬
tive month for the Bates Women’s Vol¬
leyball Team. Since losing to MIT in
the last tournament of September, the
Bates squad has not lost a single match
or game. Bates upped its record to 19-1
while maintaining a strong hold on
number two in New England Division
III by sweeping the Bowdoin College
Tournament this past Saturday.
“We were not as particularly sharp as
two weeks ago in the Bates Invitatio¬
nal,” said Coach Marsha Graef, “but
we did play up to our capabilities when
we really needed it.”
After beating Colby Club 15-7, 15-0
and Southeastern Massachusetts Uni¬
versity 15-10, 15-9, Bates held tough
against Colby-Sawyer College, Tufts
University, and Bowdoin College. All
four teams are still vying for an all-im¬
portant bid to the Northeast Inter-colle¬
giate Athletic Conference Tournament.
After ripping through Colby-Sawyer
15-4, 15-6, Bates defeated a strong and
scrappy Tufts team 15-7, 15-11 for the
second time this year. Bates capped a
perfect day with another resounding
victory over rival Bowdoin 15-4, 15-6.
“We have to just keep playing well
and winning to get that NIAC bid and
hopefully meet MIT again who is cur¬
rently number five in the nation for Di¬
vision III,” said Graef. “But we also

have to make sure that we don’t get ov¬
er-confident Or stagnant because teams
are looking to knock us off for a bid
too.”
Despite some mental mistakes, the
Bates squad still exhibited their noted
power and skill. Sophomore hitters Ju¬
lie Roche and Jen White teamed-up for
a total of 34 kills while Roche herself
added seven service aces and seven
blocks on the day.
The main force at the net for Bates on
the day, though, was Rachel Clayton
’90 who led the team with 28 kills from
the outside hitter position in addition to
six aces and five blocks. Anchoring the
offense was setter Michele Feroah ’90
who had 81 assists during the tourna¬
ment while turning many bad passes
into big Bates plays.
“At this point in the season, it’s a mat¬
ter of keeping our concentration. There
were many times on Saturday when we
weren’t sharp at all which in turn limits
our offensive abilities. But on the other
hand, we were able to do a lot of promis¬
ing things.”
The Bates squad will be trying to con¬
tinue its pace toward a NIAC bid when
they travel to the SMU Tournament this
weekend and meet other NIAC oppo¬
nents such as Bowdoin, University of
Maine Farmington, SMU, and Whea¬
ton College. In addition, Bates will play
Stonehill College, a strong Division II
school.

the victory. Seniors Mark Thompson
(six solo tackles, one sack), Rich Travis
(seven solo tackles), and Jay Contis
(seven total tackles) all continued their
steady play on defense.
All in all, the Bobcat victory means a
lot more than their first win of the sea¬
son. A steady offense emerged from the
win in tailbacks Bochenek and Stewart,
while a strong defense established itself
with aggresive play during crucial mo¬
ments of the game.
Most importantly, however, the team
enters this weekend’s contest at Wil¬
liams College with confidence and mo¬
mentum from their come from behind
victory against a highly regarded Mid¬
dlebury squad. In addition the team em¬
barks on the rest of the season hoping to
enjoy celebrations like the one on Garcelon Field last Saturday.
’Cat notes:DB Gary Abbagnaro (seperated shoulder) will miss the rest of the
season. . . . Williams (2-0-1) squeezed
by Bowdoin (1-1-1) 13-10 last Saturday
on a late field goal. . . . Before the game
ending drive, QB Travers had only
completed one pass.
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Kristin Stewart '90 and the Women's Tennis Team rolled to a 9-0 victory last Friday. Colin
Browning photo.
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SPORTS

Water Polo Prepares
For Tournament
by Bill Aden
Rebounding from an extra-league
trouncing by Division II Bowdoin Col¬
lege last Friday, the Bates Water Polo
Club hosted Colby College and Worces¬
ter Polytechnic Institute on Saturday of
Parents’ Weekend and battled each to a
tie.
Against Colby, Ian Pallini ’89 proved
to be the big gun for Bates putting in two
of the Bobcats’ four goals. Jon Simon
’89 and co-Coach Andy Tait ’90 each
added one.
The second, unofficial half of that
game featured two Bates goals by Greg
Dorchak ’91 and one by Kendra Sowers
’91. Colby lagged behind, scoring only
one point in the entire second half.
Co-Coach Art Jacobs ’89 scored two
goals to spearhead the Bobcat offense in
their next game against WPI. Chris von
Jako ’90 completed the tally with one
goal to match WPI, 3-3.

Second-half goals were scored by
Kerry Kuwahara ’91, John Allen ’92
and Tait with one apiece.
The Polo Bobcats convened on Sun¬
day night for their most important meet¬
ing of the season, election of the “Tour¬
nament team.” Sixteen of the Club’s th¬
irty-four members were chosen by ballot
to play in the Conference Championship
Tournament, to be held for the third
straight year at Bates on the last Satur¬
day of October.
Club President Deb Schiavi ’89, her¬
self one of the sixteen elected, is confi¬
dent about the team’s chances in the
tournament. “I think that Bates will
come from behind in the seedings, as we
always have, and finish among the top
three.”
The Bates team is remarkably well
distributed by class; five seniors, five
juniors, three sophomores and three
freshmen. This of course bodes well for
the future, which, Schiavi adds, “is the
benefit of gaining lots of new people
each year who are eager to learn.”

Lack of Production
Hurts Men’s Soccer
by Jon Zieff

Lea Ciappenelli '91 bursts past an Amherst defender. Bates won 3-1. Colin Browning photo.

Copies after five
After hours or before work, depend on Kinko’s for
quality copies.

kinko,s

the copy center
10% DISCOUNT WITH COLLEGE I.D.
95 MAIN STREET
AUBURN
782-8911
RESULTS from Oct. 1 thru Oct. 12
Football (1-2)
Oct 1 Bates 9 Wesleyan 34
Oct 8 Bates 27 Middlebury 24
Men’s Soccer (2-5-1)
Oct 1
Bates 1 MIT 2
Oct 5
Bates 0 Clark 0
Oct 8
Bates 0 Babson 1
Oct 11 Bates 0 Tufts 2
Women’s
Oct 1
Oct 4
Oct 8
Oct 9

The Bobcat’s major problem offen¬
sively, however, has come from poor ex¬
ecution on good scoring opportunities.
Purgavie thinks this because “we’re not
finishing off well. We’re losing compo¬
sure under pressure. Also, because of
the inexperience up front, when they get
the ball, there unsure of what to do with
it.”
Despite this lack of output (5 goals on
the season, 3 from one game), Bates has
been competitive throughout. This is
due to the continually solid defense, an¬
chored by Steve Goudsousian ’91. If
Bates can get more output from their of¬
fense, they should finish their season
strongly.
Bates’ next games are Saturday at
home against the University of Southern
Maine, and Thursday at University of
Maine-Orono.

Women’s SoccerWinsTwice
■ WOMSOCCER FROM PAGE 7
was a specific event that swayed dom¬
inance into the Bobcats’ favor. This was
the perceptive play of full back Karen
LaConte ’90 that allowed her to recog¬
nize Amherst’s 4-4-2 set up. This gave
her the opportunity to move up, putting
an extra player in the midfield and con¬
fusing the Amherst set up. “This put the
tempo of the game into our favor,” said
Boettcher, “we were no longer playing
on our heals.”
Boettcher also praised the play of
Carothers and Johanna Michel ’90 in
the midfield. “Johanna became the key
to our organization on attack which gave
Sarah room for creativity, allowing her
to score two goals.” Boettcher also

praised Maitland’s play, calling her,
“the complete forward and striker who
has now become a player who makes
things happen.”
On a whole, Boettcher was very
pleased with this week’s results, and as
a result is very optimistic about the sea¬
son. “Bates is back on track. The team
has set the goal of going 8-0 for the rest
of the season and, the way we’ve been
playing, I don’t think the goal is unre¬
alistic.”
Bates will travel to Colby College on
■Thursday and will then host Curry Col¬
lege on Saturday. Both games are antici¬
pated as being well matched and she
looks forward to the competition. Says
Boettcher, “We’re going to make Colby
look like Swiss.”

Football: Bates 27 Middlebury 24
Bates
21
262
85
347

1st Down
Run yds
Pass yds
Tot. yds

Soccer (4-3)
Bates 0 Wheaton 2
Bates 2 USM 3
Bates 3 Babson 1
Bates 3 Amherst 1

Rushing
Bochenek27 carries, 190 yds
Sylvester 8 for 39
Passing
Travers 5 of 10 for 85 yds

Field Hockey (1-4)
Oct 1 Bates 3 Wheaton 1
Oct 6 Bates 0 Tufts 2
Tennis (3-3)
Oct 1 Bates 3 Wheaton 6
Oct 7 Bates 9 Plymouth State 0

The Bates Men’s Soccer team suf¬
fered two more defeats due to their in¬
ability to put the ball in the net.
They fell to Babson 1-0 at home Sat¬
urday, on a goal by Tom Fischer, and
2-0 Tuesday at Tufts, on goals by Neil
Hare and Adam Simon. The Bobcats
have now been shutout 5 times this sea¬
son, and three times in a row. With the
two losses, Bates’ record drops to 2-5-1.
Coach George Purgavie feels that the
Bobcats have not been getting the breaks
they need to get on a roll, such as breaks
Tufts and Babson received to set up
goals; a good bounce or an advanta¬
geous call from a referee. He believes
that “if we have a few things go our
way, then we’ll get the confidence, the
feeling that things will start going our
way.”

Jeff Bochenek '90 rushed for 190 yds.
News Bureau photo.

Receiving
Ash 2 for 40 yds 1TD
Forbes 2-33 yds

Middlebury
16
138
127
265

Boyle 17 for 71
Ostebo 16 for 34
Ostebo 3-7-74
Hackett 1-3-53
Cavanaugh 2-86 yds
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FOCUS: SEXUAL ORIENTATION CLAUSE

by Lisa Reisz

After a Decade Faculty Efforts
Still Thwarted
sexual orientation clause should appear
in the official non-discrimination policy.
The trustees statement, they feel, is not
sufficient because it is not official policy.
The faculty has continued to send such
proposals to the Trustees.
“I would guess that there will be a
new recommendation [this year] since
there has been one almost every other
year. . . . The faculty takes the issue se-

Over the past decade the Bates Fac¬
ulty has urged the Board of Trustees to
place a sexual orientation clause in the
non-discrimination policy, but has been
repeatedly thwarted in its attempts.
In 1982, after receiving and rejecting
proposals in three consecutive years, the

“Bates is a kind of straggler be¬
hind social development. That
pains me. Bates should be
avant-garde,”

Assistant professor of German Denis
Sweet.
Trustees wrote the following statement
“The Trustees of Bates College firmly oppose
discrimination occasioned by the sexual prefer¬
ence of any person. ” This statement, which
is not part of official policy, appears in
two publications: the student and faculty
handbooks. No other Bates publications
include the statement.
Many of the faculty still believe that a

riously,” said Associate Professor of
History Steven Hochstadt.
Anne Lee, chair of the English de¬
partment, has been involved over the
last decade in trying to get the sexual or¬
ientation clause accepted by the
Trustees. She described herself as “frus¬
trated” and “angered” at being “stale¬
mated by Trustees every year.”
Assistant Professor of German Denis
Sweet expressed embarrassment at the
college’s failure to commit itself to an of¬
ficial sexual orientation clause.
“Bates is a kind of straggler behind
social development. That pains me.
Bates should be avant-garde,” Sweet
said. He questioned the Trustees’ state¬
ment by asking “How firm is firm?”
Sexual orientation “is in the category of
things that should not be relevant when

Should Bates
have a sexua
orientation
clause?
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we are looking to hire faculty, admit stu¬
dents, and hire other (staff) . . . You
should not be allowed to discriminate on
it,” Lee explained as her reason for her
long commitment to fighting for the
clause.
Branham stressed that having the
Trustees’ statement is better than hav¬
ing no statement. “I think the Trustees
have taken a step, the question is if it has
gone far enough ... it becomes a legal
question for them,” she said.
Sexual orientation is not defined and
protected under state or federal law.
Branham explained that the Trustees
fear that Bates would open itself to possi¬
ble lawsuits if sexual orientation was in¬
cluded in the college’s official legal non¬
discrimination policy.
In 1981, the faculty proposed a sexual
’orientation clause to the Trustees for a
third consecutive year. Commenting on

“I think that is a sad commen¬
tary on the commitment of the
leaders of this institution to the
ideals under which Bates was
founded. ”

Associate professor of History Steve
Hochstadt

the Trustees rejection of that proposal,
Hochstadt said, “I can remember only
one reason that was given to the faculty
by the administration explaining why
the trustees had refused to modify the
anti-discrimination statement—that rea¬
son is that (sexual orientation) is not cur¬

cial college policy.
Referring to the numerous colleges,
universities, and corporations which
have adopted sexual orientation clauses
into their official non-discrimination po¬
licies, Sweet said, “I think Bates College
should be there and am embarrassed it
is not.”
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Nondiscrimination
Statement

YES 46%
NO 26 %
CAN NOT ANSWER 19%
UNDECIDED 9%
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These results were compiled by The
Bates Student after polling 468 students
outside commons.
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Student Poll

rently required by federal law.” He
continued to comment, “I think that is
a sad commentary on the commitment
of the leaders of this institution to the
ideals under which Bates was founded.”
Branham said the Trustees’ statement
is consistent with Bates’ tradition of
egalitarianism, even though it is not offi-

Harvard University’s policy is to make decisions concerning
applicants, students, faculty, and staff on the basis of the '
individual’s qualifications and ability to contribute to Harvard's
educational objectives and institutional needs. Specifically,
Harvard Law School does not discriminate against applicants,
students, faculty or staff on the basis of race, color, religion,
national or ethnic origin, age, sex, sexual orientation, marital or
parental status, handicap, source of income, or status as a
Vietnam-era or disabled veteran.

Vs

The following is a partial listing
of colleges and universities that
have a sexual orientation clause in
their nondiscrimination policies:

Amherst
Babson
Bowdoin
Colby
Conn. College
Wesleyan
Williams
Harvard
Columbia
Yale
Brown

Dartmouth
UPenn
Cornell
Princeton
Michigan
Univ. California
Univ. of Chicago
Univ. of Virginia
Univ. of Maine
Tulane
Stanford

Student Organizations ContinueTheir Effort
to Get Sexual Orientation Clause
by Andrew Abraham

The Gay-Lesbian-Straight-Alliance
or GLSA, along with Womyn’s Aware¬
ness, Afro-Am, Hillel, and Chase Hall
Committee all feel the need for an offi¬
cial sexual orientation statement that
will appear in all college publications
and not just the student and faculty
handbooks.
Together, these organizations wrote
a letter last March to the faculty urging
that sexual orientation be included along
with the college’s statement that it will
not discriminate on the basis of race,
creed, ethnic origin, etc. The faculty has
voted numerous times in favor of such a
clause.
The College’s rationale for rejecting
the request of the sexual orientation
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clause is that Bates would become vul¬
nerable to possible lawsuits.
This argument has been rejected by
these campus organizations, as they
view the matter as a moral and personal
subject. In the letter these groups said
“(f)or us this matter has less to do with
courts of law and legal precedent and
more with what is right.”
These groups expressed a feeling of
degradation at the college’s refusal to in¬
corporate sexual orientation into their
anti-discriminatory statement.
“To
have one’s rights reduced to a clause
physically and symbolically under the
official anti-discriminatory statement, is
to be personally reduced. The degrada¬
tion goes deeper when the clause is not
included in any publications other than
the faculty and student handbooks.”

The Bates Student, October 14, 1988

Bates would not be a pioneer with a
sexual orientation clause. All of the Ivy
League schools have included sexual ori¬
entation in their non-discriminatory
statements along with numerous other
schools, including the University of
Maine system.
The push for incorporation of “sexual
preference” (the word “preference Las
in recent years been changed to “orien¬
tation”) began about ten years ago
when the faculty passed a resolution call¬
ing for sexual orientation to be includec
in Bates’ non-discrimination statement
This resolution was rejected out of hand
by the Trustees, but the faculty passed
similiar resolutions in the subsequent
years.
The Trustees eventually came to a

compromise. They would print a state¬
ment in the faculty and student hand¬
book saying they “firmly oppose” dis¬
crimination on the basis of sexual orien¬
tation.
In an effort to muster more support,
the GL A started a petition last year to
try to i; elude sexual orientation in the
iti-dis; fiminaiory statement. The peti¬
tion was successful, receiving the 200
signatures the GLSA was aiming for.
The GLSA said they felt they could have
atherec many more signatures if they
It it was necessary.
In an attempt to place more pressure
on the Trustees, the GLSA will have a
similiar petition circulating this year.
The GLSA say they are confident of its
success.

3
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FOCUS: SEXUAL ORIENTATION CLAUSE

College Supports Exclusion of
Clause on Legal Grounds
by Lisa Reisz
Sexual orientation “isn’t a term that
has been defined by the legislature or
courts,” explained Frederick G. Taintor, Bates’ lawyer and a college trustee.
He said that he advised the College not
to put the term in the non-discrimina¬
tion policy because, without state or fed¬
eral legislation, the clause would leave
the college open to possible law suits.
He commented that “I will have no
more problem putting (the clause) in the
disclaimer” when the Maine legislature
legally defines it.
In each of the past three years legisla¬
tion has been brought to the Maine State

Taintor said that if a sexual ori¬
entation clause was inserted in
the official college policy, then
the College would be condoning
potentially illegal sexual activi¬
ties, like exhibitionism or pae¬
dophilia.
legislature to include sexual orientation
in the Maine Human Rights Act. The
proposal, however, has yet to be ac¬
cepted and made into a law.
Dean F. Celeste Branham explained
that critics of a sexual orientation clause
feel it is too broad. They believe that the
phrase would require Bates to protect il¬
legal, along with legal, forms of sexual
behavior.
She offered as an example'a paedophilic—a person who engages in sexual in¬
tercourse with children. Taintor gave
the example of a student who exposes
himself in the library stacks.

Bates College is an equal opportunity institution
which does not discriminate on the basis of race,
color, national or ethnic origin, religion, sex, marital
or parental status, age or handicap, in the recruit¬
ment and admission of its students, in the ad¬
ministration of its educational policies and programs,
or in the recruitment and employment of its faculty
and staff, as specified by federal laws and
regulations.
Supporters of the clause respond to
that argument saying Bates is not re¬
quired and cannot be held responsible
for illegal actions committed by students
and employees.
Taintor said that if a sexual orienta¬
tion clause was inserted in the official
college policy, then the College would be
condoning potentially illegal sexual ac¬
tivities, like exhibitionism or paedoph¬
ilia.
Branham said that “I have not been
persuaded by the legal argument and I
would be hard pressed to defend it.”
Among the colleges who have adopted
sexual orientation clauses in their non¬
discrimination policies are Bowdoin,
Colby, the University of Maine system,
and the entire Ivy League. Taintor said
he felt that these schools are more willing
to take the risk of being sued than he is.
“I think I’m perhaps a little' more

cautious in interpreting and defending
the law,” he said. He explained that he
would rather keep Bates from being sued
than to be paid for defending the college
in court.
According to Dean F. Celeste Bran¬
ham it has always been the college’s
practice not to discriminate in any way
including that of sexual orientation. She
explained that this practice needed to be
formally articulated. Hence, she said,
the Trustees’ drafted a statement which
says they “firmly oppose discrimination
occasioned by the sexual preference of
any person.” This statement, however,
is not part of the College’s non-discrimi¬
nation policy.
This statement stems from the facul¬
ty’s failed attempts since 1979 to get a
sexual orientation clause placed in the
non-discrimination policy. The trustees
refused to adopt a sexual orientation

the
Colby College is a private, coeducational liberal arts college that admits students
and makes personnel decisions on the basis of the individual's qualifications to
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clause into official policy. Instead, they
wrote the statement.
The statement only appears in two
college publications: the student hand¬
book and the faculty handbook. Freder¬
ick G. Taintor, Bates’ lawyer and a col¬
lege trustee, explained that there is a
large difference between publishing the
Trustees’ sexual preference statement in
public materials rather than in materials
which typically remain on campus.
He said that if the statement is placed
in a nationally distributed publication,
like the college catalogue, it would ap¬
pear to be official policy, which it is not.
Taintor was outvoted in a trustee
meeting in 1982 when the trustee state¬
ment was adopted. He said he did not
know why the majority of trustees did
not follow his legal advise.
When asked by the Student about the
possibility of the placement of the words
“homosexuality, bisexuality, and heter¬
osexuality” into the non-discrimination
policy, Taintor replied that “I do not see
anything legally against it.” Although
he said that he could not say whether the
trustees would approve such a proposal,
he did say that “No one has asked us
to,” and the option has “never been
raised.”
Homosexuality is included in the non¬
discrimination policy regarding faculty
appointments in the college’s official
Rules and Procedures. Taintor explained
that “homosexuality” appears in Rules
and Procedures because the word “homo¬
sexuality” is not legally ambiguous.
Still, no clause regarding homosexuality
or sexual orientation is in the college’s
official non-discrimination policy.
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The University is committed to basing judgments
cation, and employment of individuals upon their
affirmatively seeks to attract to its faculty, staff, an<
of diverse backgrounds. In accordance with this policy ana"
and Connecticut law, Yale does not discriminate in admissions, educate
grams, or employment against any individual on account of that individual’s sex,
race, color, religion, age, handicap, or national or ethnic origin, nor does Yale dis¬
criminate on the basis of sexual orientation.

Trustees’ Statement Lacks Conviction
Last night I lay in bed, tossing, turn¬
ing, and wondering how I would tackle
the heavy seriousness of this article. Ap¬
parently I started to doze, for suddenly I
was confronted by a large, glowing form
that looked exactly like Jess Nevins - last
year’s chronicler of every possible
Batesie vice. I asked him how he would
write this article, and he said two words
that changed my whole outlook - “Per¬
sonal Opinion.” This relieved me enor¬
mously, and I would have slept comfort¬
ably had I not feared further appear¬
ances by other, scarier alumni.
So, armed with the advice of a drea mvision, I come to discuss the nonexis¬
tence of a gay and lesbian nondiscrimi¬
nation clause in Bates’ policy.
A quick check in the Student Hand¬
book informs one that Bates will not tol¬

erate discrimination on the basis of
“race, color, national or ethnic origin,
religion, sex, marital or parental status,
age or handicap.” Wonderful.
Three paragraphs later, at the end of
the “Nondiscrimination” section, we

Tony Grima
learn that the Bates Trustees “firmly op¬
pose discrimination occasioned by the
sexual preference of any person.” This
is not so wonderful. In fact, I have a
mblems with this.
First ;
ioremost is the uncertainty
and lack of conviction in the words
“firmly oppose discrimination” (com¬
pare this to the definite “does not dis¬

criminate” found in the first para¬
graph). Personally, I am “firmly op¬
posed” to people who chew with their
mouths open, but I don’t intend to take
any actions against it. Can the Trustees
be relied upon to act on their firm oppo¬
sition in the face of antagonism? I’m not
sure; something must be wrong.
Secondly, the positioning of the sexual
preference statement is, as mentioned,
three paragraphs away from the original
discrimination statement. Why the sepa¬
ration? Are the writers of the handbook
trying to represent the gap between ho¬
mo- and heterosexuals by physically sep¬
arating them on the page? Is this delib¬
erate, or neglectful: m still not sure.
Whether the Trustees and Handbook
writers are deceitful or neglectful, the re¬
sult is the same. The tacked-on sentence
in the Handbook seems more of a placa-

tion than an acceptance. They are set¬
ting an embarrassing and terrible exam¬
ple for students, and emphasizing the
many light-years that Bates has fallen
behind our friends at Orono (who have
adopted the gay/lesbian clause,).
In sum, the “Nondiscrimination”
section should include sexual orientation
among race, color, and the others that
will definitely not be the bases of dis¬
crimination. This should also be an issue
of importance in the (Bates) presidential
search, for the College President ap¬
points the Advisory Committee on
Equal Opportunity, which makes sure
that all the nondiscrimination rules are
followed.
Just one closing note - the correct
term is sexual orientation; I believe sex¬
ual preference deals with hair color,
build, leather, and the like.
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Arts & Entertainment
“Crawling Arnold * A “Sitcom On Acid’5
by Kim Gamel
Last Monday night I had the unique
opportunity to observe thespians in ac¬
tion. I attended a rehearsal for the play
“Crawling Arnold,”, a comedy written
by Jules Feiffer in 1961. I watched and
listened while the actors and actresses
complained that they were not yet used
to performing on the stage of Schaeffer
theater as the other rehearsals had been
in the black box. I observed one actor
playing with one of the props—a large
plastic crayon. The director corrected
the cast when they missed their cues and
when they spoke too softly.-I listened to
one actress explain that she could not
make a set of lines sound happy because
the words did not evoke happiness from
her. It was very interesting to observe
the action before the storyline began.
The cast of this play has less than one
week to pull all the pieces together.
From what I observed at the rehearsal,
they will do so successfully. The per¬
formance of “Crawling Arnold” will be
open to audiences in the Schaeffer thea¬
ter at 8:00 pm on October 14 and 15,
this Friday and Saturday respectively.
The play is being directed by a Bate's
theater major, Kevin Doyle (’89).
The cast of “Crawling Arnold” in¬
cludes: Christine Papadakis (’89) as
Grace Enterprise, Nancy Wagner (’92)
as Millie, Elisabeth Berkman (’91) as
Miss Sympathy, Stephen Gensemer
(’92) as Arnold Enterprise, and Roger
Benham (’91) as Barry Enterprise.
Other important members of this per¬
formance are: Sam Shelanski (’89) con¬
trolling the lighting and set, Karen
Gunn (’91) as the costume director, and
Christina Fasse (’91) as stage man- •
ager.
The setting of the play is a patio
and an imaginary fallout shelter belong¬
ing to the Enterprise family during the
years of the Cold War, approximately
1959-1961. The Enterprises represent a
very disunited family, Millie their evil

maid, and Miss Sympathy, the psychiatric social worker. Miss Sympathy is
brought home by Mr. and Mrs. Enter¬
prise to analyze their son Arnold, whose
ideas about childhood conflict with the
social reality of which his parent’s are
very much aware. Upon the birth of a
new brother, Arnold is, infatuated with
his childhood and regresses into coloring
books and crawling. The main problem,
according to his parents, is that Arnold
is thirty-five years old. However, the
elder Enterprises are more preoccupied
with their fallout shelter than with the
problems of their son. After they have a
few drinks upstairs the parents willingly
descend to their shelter only to conflict
with Millie. Arnold and Miss Sympathy
are left upstairs to discuss Arnold’s big’
secret and to attempt a resolution of his
problems. The actor who plays Arnold,
Stephen Gensemer, made a very de¬
scriptive comment when he said, “This
play is like a Matt Groening cartoon.”
Ironically, Jules Feiffer is a cartoonist
for the Village Voice.
Doyle chose to direct the play this se¬
mester to acquire the experience of di¬
recting a piece consisting of more than
three actors. This experience will be ap¬
plied towards a directing thesis next se¬
mester. Doyle specifically chose “Craw¬
ling Arnold” was made because of his
interest in television sitcoms this sum¬
mer. This play seemed like a “ . . . sit¬
com on acid” according to Doyle. The
characters are confused emotionally and
the portrayal of that confusion is hilar¬
ious.
After listening to .director Doyle’s
comments to the cast after the rehearsal,
I expect many improvements when I see
the play again this weekend. Among
those will be a more evil Millie who will
“ . . . yell like she wants to bite off her
bosses’ kneecaps.” Also, the song “Burt
the Turtle” will be played at the begin¬
ning of the play, along with other music
to set the mood of the Cold War Era.

Stephen Gensemer ’92 and Elise Berkman ’91, as Arnold and Miss Sympathy, on stage in
"Crawling Arnold." Ken Sherwood photo.

Four Acts In the Life of a Theater Major
by Anthony Miller
Those of you who have ever seen a
theater production at Bates will remem¬
ber an evening of excitement and energy
spent in Schaeffer Theatre or the Gan¬
nett Room or the “Black Box.” Some
students spend more than an evening in
these theaters, committing months to
preparing for a production. The work
required by most majors involves going
to class and doing the work assigned.
For senior theater majors Krista Bourquein, R.Kevin Doyle, and Bruce Mac¬
donald, the work is only partly in the
classrooms and the library carrels.
Doyle, whose play Crawling Arnold opens
this weekend, is also preparing for his di¬
recting thesis, Charles Marowitz’s adap¬
tion of Shakespeare’s Measure For Measure
in February. On January 27, 28, and
29, Krista Bourquein and Bruce Macdo¬
nald will perform their acting thesis, a
production of David Mamet’s The Woods
which they will stage without a director.
Speaking to all three of them together
gave me a sense of the many Bates pro¬
ductions they had worked on together
and the many acts that go into being a
theater major.
ACT I—Being A Theater Major
AM: Why are each of you interested
in theater? What does theater at Bates
offer you that other things at Bates
don’t?
KB: Creativity, imagination, excite¬
ment, emotion . . .
BMD: Play and work being one thing.

KB: The reason why I like being a thea¬
ter major is that, at least in acting, I like
to be able to make people believe so
much that they can feel something.
RKD: I’d like to speak from the direct¬
or’s point of view. There are two reasons
why I became a theater major . . . it’s
the only collaborative art left. I mean,
there’s music with orchestras, but nowa¬
days the emphasis is on getting behind
your synthesizer and making everything
yourself. You can’t do things in theater
without a lot of people. Bruce and Krista
are going to try and disprove this with
their thesis . . .
BMD: It’s not true.
RKD: You need more than one person
to do theater.
ACT II—Aspects of Theater
AM: Which aspect of theater do you
all enjoy the most? Acting? Directing?
Stage Managing? Technical Work?
BMD: I prefer acting . . . play and work
become the same thing. It’s a release be¬
cause what you do for the audience you
also do for yourself, I believe . . .
Through my acting, I’ve discovered a
lot of things about myself and sharing
that with people on stage, I mean, the
discovery, the moment, the growing
perception of what you are. Your art
kind of feeds itself.
RKD: I enjoy acting most. I’ve felt dis¬
couraged because I don’t think I have
the same level of talent as these other
people in acting. In directing, I have a
much easier time telling people what
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they should be doing to make themselves
look better on stage. I like directing be¬
cause instead of acting one part in a
play, you’re acting all of the parts ... it
gives you a complete overview of “the
play” as a whole. You learn in directing
that it’s not just you . . . but many
actors just starting out in Bates theatre
have the attitude that the actor is the allimportant one, that he is the begin-all
and end-all of the play. You learn that
that’s simply not true, that you can’t do
a show without the lighting and the cos¬
tuming and the tech . . .
KB: . . . and the audience . . .
RKD: Everybody.
AM: Do you feel an obligation when
you’re in a show to see every part of
the production to perfection?
BMD: Not really, no, because you want
to concentrate on one thing. You don’t
want to be an actor who is also a lighting
designer because, as a lighting designer
said to me, you’re going to be looking at
lights the whole time. You can take a
small part in something else . . .
KB: Each person essentially plays one
part in a show, their own particular part.
A “techie” is just as important as an
actor.
RKD: ... in many cases, more
important . . .
KB: What I’m saying is that each person
has their own unique role . . . it’s like a
play in itself.
BMD: Whew! (Bruce ponders Krista’s
profundity and continues.) If you just

acknowledge the fact that ... as much
effort as you have put into your part
playing your role somebody else has put
into building that staircase ... As
Kevin said, that’s something beginning
actors sometimes forget.
KB: There’s nothing worse than an
actor or actress who takes technical as¬
pects and people for granted.
ACT III—Favorite Productions at
Bates
AM: What play have you most chal¬
lenging at Bates? What play have you
most enjoyed both as active partici¬
pant and as audience member?
KB: My most challenging role was the
role of Gabby in Lanford Wilson’s Sere¬
nading Louie a few years ago. The reason
why was because she was thirty years old
. . . the first scene was all incomplete
sentences . . . it’s about relationships .
. . a life that I haven’t experienced yet.
BMD: It sounds like our thesis play.
KB: I enjoyed being in Hamlet the most
and, as an audience member, I enjoyed
seeing Marty Andrucki’s play Bad
Habits.
BMD: Hey, Kevin, that’s us.
RKD: Congratulations. (Bruce and
Kevin shake hands)
BMD: I think definitely the most chal¬
lenging thing I have done at Bates is
Hamlet—by far. What we did with Ham¬
let went against some of the things I’d
learned before. The production was a
very good production, but I wish I’d
■ SEE THEATER, PAGE 13
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The Deansmen and The Merimanders:
Apples
by Jason Patenaude

“Variety is the mother of enjoyment.
-Benjamin Disraeli
Oh Variety. If you love it you should
have been at the Parents Weekend Con¬
cert last Saturday.
The Concert featured three of Bates
best musical groups:
The Deansmen (male a cappella), the
Merimanders (female a cappella), and
the Bates Jazz Band.
Each group is distinctly different from
the others. This is obvious in respect to
the Jazz Band, but perhaps a little sur¬
prising in reference to the school’s two a
cappella groups. After all, a singing
group is a singing group, right?
Not exactly.
The Merimanders started off the
show with a solid set of six songs, the
highlights coming from the group’s ren¬
ditions of Tuxedo Junction (with in absen¬
tia member Lynn Dorman providing the
solo) and Aretha Franklin’s Respect
(Mary Ellen Bilafer is a Motown God¬
dess).
Their portion of the show was tight
and well sung, but absent of anything
other than singing.
Meanwhile the Deansmen, who had a
slightly longer section (ten songs to
seven), punctuated their songs with
jokes and small skits throughout. Be¬
cause of this, its hard to say whether the
highlight of their section was Takin’ It to
the Street (Damon Maida was very strong
in his first performance with the group),
or the one about the two guys who were
barbecuing in front of the Vatican.
Since I was asked to do a review of the
show, I think I should ask the question,
which style is better?
Well . . .
Arguments can be made for both
sides. Some people I spoke with brought
up the fact that most a capella groups use
humor in their acts and that it makes a
faster paced, more lively show. Others
meanwhile complained that the event
was a concert, centering around music,
and that the Deansmen’s humor was
both disruptive and at times inappro¬
priate.
Mary Ellen Bilafer explained how the
Merimanders ’ performance developed.
“We didn’t have a lot of time, since
we have four new members, along with
a few older members who had gone
away last year and weren’t familiar with
the songs we had been performing.
“The Deansmen are great, but it’s
not what (the Merimanders) do. We
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Oranges?
hope to do some more (humor), it’s a
plus, but we have to work on it.”
Gretchen Ferrar, one of the four
freshman Merimanders went as far as
to say that the Deansmen get away with
what they do because they are males.
“Guys can do silly things and get
away with stuff that we can’t.”
Albert Price, a senior member of the
Deansmen, disagrees.
“Almost every a cappella group I’ve
seen does skits and humor in their acts.
That includes a lot of female groups.
The Meries used to do humor, and it
was great. I hope they do it again.”
Damon Maida, a freshman member
of the Deansmen, said that the humor of
the Deansmen’s act comes about natu¬
rally.
“I think the Deansmen tend to look
for people who will go out on a limb and
aren’t uptight . . . it’s the type of people
who will go out there and tell stupid
jokes and do silly things.”
So, which is better? To go out on a
very safe limb, neither. Both groups are
experimenting.
The Merimanders
have promised a lot of new music and
have what seems to be an excellent new
group, as well as the Deansmen who lost
only one member but gained four new
ones.
Each group gives something different;
just as the Jazz Band added a new di¬
mension to the overall show, so do the
Deansmen and the Merimanders add
different dimensions to a cappella.
Just remember:
“No pleasure endures unseasoned by va¬
riety. ’
Longfellow. Read it.

Stuff To Do ’Til Next
Issue
Friday

“The Graduate”

Filene Room

7pm one dollar

Saturday The Del Fuegos with O Positive
“Die

Geschwister

Oppermann”

Alumni Gym
8pm free admission

sponsored by Bates College German Films Frye St. Union

October 20,21,22 “Jazzdance:

Danny Buraczeski Dance Company”

October 17 sponsored by Ram Island Dance Co.
„

Fri, Sat 8pm

Sun 2pm

call 773- 2562

October 21

Concert by the Portland Symphony Orchestra

October 22

“A Salute to Gilbert and Sullivan” call 786-2901 ext- 3105
Beausoleil, Cajun-style music and dance
8pm $6/$8
Lewiston Jr. High School

October 29

Bates Concert Series: the Hillard Ensemble

November 2 Ossian, Scottish folk group 8pm

Ohn Concert Hall

Three Seniors Talk Shop
■ THEATER, FROM PAGE 12

done some more things dealing with
Hamlet’s inner life. I felt at times that I
was just doing “Stupid Pet Tricks,” but
they were effective, and I’ve been told
the production was effective ... In ret¬
rospect, I wish I had done more.
RKD: The thing I enjoyed being in
most was Rumpelstiltskin in Acting III.
KB: Are you serious?
RKD: Yeh, I had a great time with that.
It was a children’s theater production .
. . The two plays I enjoyed watching
most at Bates were Hamlet ... I enjoyed
it every single night . . . and I also liked,
and this is sort of strange, Clevinger’s
Trial that was directed by Chris Hale last
year. I thought that was great. What
I’ve found most challenging is probably
Crawling Arnold that I’m doing right now
... It’s more challenging than I ever
want to do again.
BMD: Oh, my favorite play to watch
was Christmas on Mars by Harry Kondoleon during the Short Term of my fresh¬
man year ... a wonderful production.
ACT IV—Theater and Social Life
AM: Isn’t theater an enormous aca-

demic and social drain?

BMD: I don’t see it so much as an over¬
all energy drain. At the outset, I’m re¬
ally excited. Once you get through that
initial infatuation, it becomes work for a
time, you’re getting down lines, taking
care of business, but developing the.
business, you get another infatuation pe¬
riod.
AM: You know, it sounds something
like a romance.

BMD: It is, I think, that’s one thing
maybe I neglect when I work on a show.
People sometimes get out of touch. Aca¬
demically, I don’t know if I’ve noticed
any difference.
RKD: My grades go up when I do a
show . . . it’s kind of strange ... I can’t
tell you how many social events we thea¬
ter majors miss as a result of rehearsals.
KB: . . . even non-social events, like
housing . . .
RKD: I would just like to say that it’s a
lot more rewarding to work in a show
than it is to go out to a party and drink
a lot.
Curtain.

Seniors Bruce Macdonald and Krista Bourquein outside their second home, Schaeffer Thea¬
ter. Absent is the elusive R. Kevin Doyle. Colin Browning photo.___
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

How to “Test Your Ear’s Endurance”
Aussie Bands and Old Friends
by Chris Grunden
Let me begin this week’s music re¬
views with a joke. A joke which is appro¬
priate to my task at hand, for it was told
by none other than Peter Garrett, lead
singer of Australia’s Midnight Oil, who
played in Boston October 8th and 9th.
The joke goes like this: “There’s a new
movie coming out based on Dan
Quayle’s experiences in Vietnam. It’s
called Full Dinner Jacket.” Get it?
Needless to say, when Peter Garrett is
on stage telling jokes you are in for a
rare treat. Midnight Oil were certainly
in fine form when I saw them last Satur¬
day night, blending a powerful mix of
political activism and musical virtuosity.
If you haven’t purchased their 1988 al¬
bum Diesel and Dust yet, pick it up. You
too will be converted to their message of
world peace and social consciousness.
Speaking of Australian
bands,
another Aussie group has come up with
a record which will absolutely blow the
doors off your dorm room. They are
Lime Spiders, who have recently re¬
leased Volatile, a worthy follow-up to last
year’s psychedelic, garage band classic
The Cave Comes Alive. The Spiders kno"f
only one tempo: frantic, and this album
moves with wonderful, mind-blowing
speed. The guitars wail, and Mick Blood
contributes another howling and moving
vocal performance. It is interesting to
note that all of the band members have
formidable song-writing skills. Blood

writes most of the tunes, but bassist
cals. However, on this album, like the
Tony Bambach contributes the standout
last two REM albums, the vocal mix is
“The Captor and the Captive One,”
a little clearer, and the lyrics a little more
and drummer Richard Lawson wrote
discernable. Lead singer Glenn Mercer
“The Odyssey,” which may be the fin¬
has matured as a songwriter and several
est song on the album. As Midnight Oil
songs here are the best things The Feehave proved, Australian bands have a
lies have ever done, especially the tune,
lot to offer, and the Lime Spiders are
“For Awhile,” which builds to frantic
certainly among the finest Down Under.
climax and rocks harder than anything
Volatile packs quite a wallop, and you
this band has ever done. The album clo¬
will not go away disappointed.
ses with a cover of the Velvet Under¬
Another band that will test the limit of
ground’s “What Goes On,” which is a
your ears’ endurance is Das Damen,
nod to one of The Feelies chief influ¬
who have just released the tongue twist¬
ences. If you long for the soothing
ing Triskaidekaphobe, on SST Records.
sounds of REM circa Murmur pick this
Das Damen fits into the classic SST
one up. It’s better than almost anything
mold, and draws sonic comparison to
you’re likely to hear this year.
Dinosaur, Jr., and Soul Asylum. In
fact, if you didn’t know better, you’d
An absolutely fantastic cassette—only
swear the song “Up For the Ride” was
released by ROIR Records—is likely to
in fact Dinosaur, Jr., but the song is so
slip by you if you don’t look for it, and
good you don’t mind the musical imita- , it’s well worth the search. The cassette
tion. Das Damen are certainly not for
in question is a live tape of The Buzzthe faint of heart, but if you are an SST
cocks, entitled LEST We Forget. New
fan, you will want this. Das Damen is a
music fans will no doubt be already ac¬
band that keeps getting better and
quainted with The Buzzcocks, who hail
better.
from England and left legions of follow¬
This week brings the arrival of a band
ers when they split up a few years ago.
who is like a long lost wonderful friend.
The band also left a huge degree of influ¬
That band is The Feelies, who have re¬
ence on the new music scene, and their
turned at last with a new album, Only
power-pop sound is heard in bands of all
Life. This one’s a real stunner. The Feekinds today. The songs on this cassette
lies have the unmistakable sound that
were recorded in 1979 and ’80 and in¬
they invented along with their pals
clude versions of most of their classics,
REM (Peter Buck produced their sec¬
including “Ever Fallen in Love,” “Fic¬
ond album The Good Earth.) The Feelies’
tion Romance,” and “Autonomy.”
sound is a wall of jangling hypnotic gui¬
The 19 songs were culled mainly form
tar coupled with somewhat obscured vo¬
performances in Boston, Chicago, and

New Jersey. The quality is excellent,
and the recording provides a fine intro¬
duction to the uninitiated. Rest assured,
Pete Shelley, we haven’t forgotten you
and The Buzzcocks yet!
Moving about 180 degrees from The
Buzzcocks, I find myself listening a lot
these days to the latest release from Ed¬
mund Carl Aiken, a.k.a. Shinehead,
who has just released an infectious col¬
lection of rap/reggae entitled Unity. The
title track is a rap version of the Beatles’
“Come Together,” and is fabulous.
And the album only gets better. There
is also a rap based on Sam Cooke’s
“Chain Gang,” which is equally funky.
Unity is of special interest to general lis¬
teners because it is one of the most acces¬
sible rap records released this year, and
a number of the songs owe more to re¬
ggae than to rap. Above all, one marvels
at Shinehead’s talent, which fills every
groove of this record. By the time side
two’s “Gimmie No Crack” rolls
around, you won’t be able to help your¬
self. You’ll throw your books and start
dancing. Trust me, it doesn’t get any
better than this.
That’s it for this week. If you live in
or around Boston don’t forget about the
Firehouse show at the Paradise on OCTOber 23rd. It is the perfect way to end
October break. Another must-see show
is Sonic Youth at the Somerville Thea¬
ter October 27th. The Sonics will release
a new double album this month. Hope
to see you at these shows. Happy lis¬
tening!

Alumni to Dance With Company
by Jo Ann Clark
The year 1989 marks the twentieth
anniversary of modern dance at Bates
College. Lecturer in Dance Marcy
Plavin, whose expertise guided the mod¬
ern dance program at Bates since its
founding in 1969, looks forward to
greeting the dancing alumnae who will
return this spring in honor of the occa¬
sion.
Among the more than one hundred
returning dancers are many who have
chosen professional careers in dance per¬
formance or administration. They will
join student members in the Modern

Dance Company for a special spring
concert celebrating the history of dance
at Bates. The concert will include works
choreographed by and for alumnae and
students and will feature music com¬
posed in honor of the festivities by Asso¬
ciate Professor of Music William Mat¬
thews.
Preparations for the Twentieth Anni¬
versary Dance Celebration have not
kept dancers from turning in outstand¬
ing performances this semester, for ex¬
ample the Parent’s Weekend Concert
which showcased the talents of freshmen
members to the company, and high¬
lighted the seasoned technical and cho¬

UB40

Senior Michael Foley performs his solo
piece. Colin Browning photo.

Del Fuegoes Rock
by Mary Lehman

with special guests

Wednesday October 19
at 8pm
Colby College
Wadsworth
QJ)©^)®
Gymnasium

y
iy>

4

Only $12
Tickets go on sale today !
Buy your tickets out side Commons after
dinner
General Admission
For more information call

reographic skills of upperclass company
members Michael Foley (’89) and Scott
Balentine (’89). Foley and Balentine will
both present pieces to the New England
College Dance Festival in February. Balentine’s senior thesis dance production
on December 1,2, and 3 promises to be
one of the most exciting programs on
this company’s winter entertainment
schedule.
So, mark your calenders and reserve
your seats in advance for this year’s per¬
formances. Your enthusiastic attend¬
ance will make you part of Bates re¬
nowned and ever-innovative tradition of
dance.

872-3342

So maybe you’re not from Boston,
and along with scratching your head at
the hub bub over some lost red socks,
you just don’t know who the Del Fuegos
are. Or maybe, you’re among the teem¬
ing excited masses that already have Sat¬
urday planned around Chase Hall Com¬
mittee’s first sponsored band. Rumor
has it the latter group knows their stuff.
The Del Fuegos have done many per¬
formances throughout the New England
area, including a “great success” at
Bowdoin a few years ago, according to
CHC president Maggie Easton (90).
Compared in style to the DB’s,
Squeeze’s opening group, the band’s
bluesy-rock has turned out a few tunes
you may have heard of, such as “1 Still
Want You” and “Don’t Run Wild.”
Their opening band, O Positive, is also
from Boston. Easton is pleased with the
group, explaining that they fit nicely
into CHC’s plans of having a few
smaller bands perform throughout the
year before the big name to come (as yet
unknown) this spring.
The Del Fuegos and O Positive per¬
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form tomorrow night at 8 pm in Alumni
Gym, with doors opening at 7:30. Tick¬
ets are $7, and more information is
available by calling 786-6305. Check it
out, expand your knowledge of New En¬
gland popular culture. And maybe
they’ll do us all a favor and get their
laundry sorted out.

CAMPUS
REPS
NEEDED
On campus travel representitive or organization needed to
promote Spring Break trip to
Florida
or
Texas.
Earn
MONEY, FREE TRIPS, and
VALUABLE WORK EXPERI¬
ENCE. Call Inter-Campus Pro¬
grams Today. 1-800-433-7747.

Dukakis Shows He’s on the Defensive
■ ANALYSIS, FROM PAGE 3

and to criticize Bush’s patriotism in re¬
sponse.
In addition, Dukakis used Saturday’s
photo-opportunity/speech to defend
.Massachusetts’ furlough policy. Bush
has claimed that Dukakis allowed prison

“Dukakis has been forced to
tread on Bush’s attackground, rather than forging
argumentative paths of his
own. He had no time on
Saturday to discuss the
substance of his policies to
fight crime—or to attack Bush
on other grounds altogether—
because he was too busy
fending off Bush’s attacks.”
furloughs for dangerous criminals who
have committed violent crimes while re¬
leased on leave.
Dukakis has defended himself from
this charge with the claim that he needs,
no lectures about this issue, as both his
father and brother have been victims of
violent crimes. However, he also chided
Mr. Bush on Saturday for exploiting hu¬
man tragedy for “cynical political en¬
ds”. (It seems somewhat ironic that Du¬

kakis himself could be accused of doing
precisely that with the tragedies of his fa¬
ther and brother.)
But once again, Dukakis has been
forced to tread on Bush’s attack-ground,
rather than forging argumentative paths
of his own. He had no time on Saturday
to discuss the substance of his policies to
fight crime—or to attack Bush on other
grounds altogether—because he was too
busy fending off Bush’s attacks.
Finally, Dukakis used Saturday’s
speech to present some of his very gen¬
eral ideals for America’s future. He
spoke of making America “stronger and
better”, of an America of opportunity,
and of his support for “American va¬
lues”. Logistical questions aside, Du¬
kakis was once again defending his pa¬
triotism against Bush’s attacks. Rather
than outlining specific policies or goals,
Dukakis was forced to profess his faith
in America as a whole, since the Bush
campaign has called that faith into ques¬
tion.
Saturday’s speech was typical of what
has become an increasingly bitter cam¬
paign. Dukakis is unable to make the is¬
sues, as the Bush campaign has been
able to focus the public’s attention on its
areas of strength, and effectively put Du¬
kakis on the defensive.
Michael Dukakis countered George Bush's recent attacks. Ken Sherwood photo.

Adding salt to your
food could subtract
years from your life.

We’re Fighting For Your Life.

Go against the grain.
Cut down on salt.

American Heart
Association

REGGIE’S
AUTO SUPPLY
Open 7 days a week
516 Sabattus St.
784-7368
(at corner of Russell and Sabattus)
WORLD

SUGARLOAF

** Kegs

gives you a run
for the money...
70 in fact!

** Over 150 Beers

A STUDENT SEASON PASS is
the best ski deal around. Buy now.
ski a lot and save a lot! Only $250
with purchase before 10/31/88
for a full season of skiing. Contact
your campus representative today!

** Largest Selection
of Imported Wines
in Central Me.

** Super Prices

\ 256 Bartlett St.
$ Lewiston, Me.

Your campus representative is:

Win Brown
786-0435

** Great Guys!!
Frank

sugarloaf/usa
Carrabassatt Valley, Maine 04947
Telephone 207/237-2000

Jack

783-4277

&

Peter

K
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Students Must Act
Bates College was founded on principles of openness, egalitarian¬
ism, and non-discrimination. Bates, as the first coeducational college
in New England, has always had a fundamental commitment to the
education of the disadvantaged, and we pride ourselves on our egali¬
tarian atmosphere.
Indeed, in the advertisements Bates is currently running in educa¬
tional journals to try and find a new president, the emphasis is placed
upon the school’s libertarian tradition. The information that Bates
was founded by abolitionists is prominently displayed.
So why is Bates not living up to that tradition? Why is it that Bates
is unwilling to state publicly that it will not discriminate on the basis
of sexual orientation? What is our administration afraid of?
Bates has seemingly abandoned its former role as a crusader for
equal opportunity, to the degree that we now lag behind the Univer¬
sity of Maine system and other schools which have a stated policy of
non-discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation. Bates can no
longer claim to be at the forefront of egalitarianism in education. Our
college has turned its back on its libertarian history and regressed into
conservatism.
The faculty has repeatedly voted to have Bates include such a
clause. Their requests have been repeatedly ignored by the adminis¬
tration, for reasons that are still unclear. Clearly, the administration
has somehow predetermined that such a policy would be a bad idea—
they obviously don’t care what the faculty thinks.
Perhaps the missing element has been pressure from the student
body. There was a very limited push for action spearheaded by the
GLSA last year, but no continued, concerted effort has occurred. Per¬
haps the administration doesn’t feel a need to act because there is no
demand from the student body for action on this issue.
This possibility points to a clear solution: students who are in favor
of a sexual orientation clause need to take matters into their own
hands. They need to begin to bring the issue to the forefront of our
community and to make it stay there. They need to continue with
gentle reminders like forums, lectures, and petitions, and with notso-gentle reminders such as public protests to tell the community and
the administration that the student body does care about this issue,
and that we want our college to pursue it.
Specific proposals need to be drawn up. Some object to the clause
on legal grounds, claiming that the clause would invite lawsuits, or
that “sexual orientation’’ has not yet been effectively defined. Solu¬
tions to these difficulties must be found, and they must be found
quickly if action is to be taken.
The issue of increased lawsuits, for example, may be avoided by
modeling Bates’ clause after those already in effect at many schools.
The University of Maine system, the University of California system,
the University of Michigan, and the entire Ivy League (to name but
a few) all have sexual orientation clauses, and none seems to endure
particularly harsh consequences. The definitional issues might be
circumvented by modifying the clause to bar discrimination against
“homosexuals, bisexuals, and heterosexuals’’. Such a clause would
accomplish the same fundamental goals as a more general “sexual
orientation clause—”, while avoiding some of the linguistic ambiguit¬
ies of that phrase.
At any rate, if action is to come, the preparations must begin now.
These issues need to be sorted out as quickly as possible, so that the
community’s attention can be focused on the ethical issues involved.
Concerned individuals must begin to think about how they can help
to urge such reform on the administration.
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Letters To The Editor
Cooperation Is Necessary
To The Editor:
Recent events and discussion on cam¬
pus have raised questions about the re¬
sponsibility each student has for his or
her own behavior. Several campus social
events have been graced with the pres¬
ence of Bates Security and/or Lewiston
Police Officers. The officers have not
met universal cooperation and respect.
We, the Representative Assembly, want
to make some statements concerning the
way Bates College Security and the
Lewiston Police are treated.
It is important for us to realize that
the Security and Police officers are only
doing their job in responding to bonafide concerns. The police came to cam¬
pus answering noise complaints from
neighboring
community
members.
Bates Security attempts to warn us when

our parties seem to be getting out of
hand so that no complaints will arise and
the police will not be called.
We urge Bates students to cooperate,
and not argue with Security or Police
Officers. It is in our best interest to do
so. In addition, as adults who appreciate
the privilege of making our own choices
we must be equally concerned about the
responsibilities which accompany those
choices.
Continued disrespect will only yield
negative consequences and greater po¬
lice involvement on campus. Coopera¬
tion and consideration can help immea¬
surably, while the actions of a few can
ruin a good situation for all of us.
Sincerely,
The Representative Assembly

Equality or Diversity
Somnolence is not incurable, but at
Bates it seems that only controversy can
stir up the grey matter. After what dis¬
cussion there was over Sugarloaf, it
strikes me as odd that no one seems to
know, care, or even have considered the
issue of focus: egalitarianism and excel¬
lence. For those of you who aren’t quite
sure exactly what egalitarianism is, not
to mention why it is an issue, it has to
do with social and economic equality.
Here at Bates that supposedly means

Ken Sherwood
that each person is on equal footing re¬
gardless of GPA, varsity letters, talents,
background, sex, or race.
What exactly was Jefferson thinking
when he wrote “All men are created
equal”? Since when have any men or
women been equal? As Orwell said, “
All animals are created equal, but some
animals are more equal than others.”
What Jefferson in fact meant was that all
men and women should have equal
rights and opportunities.
Absolute equality - that is, to treat
equals equally - is a valid concept, but
what of unequals? As Blake said, ex¬
tending the bestial metaphor, “One law
for the lion and the ox is repression.” A
group of unequal people should not be
treated the same because they have dif¬
ferent needs and abilities. Individuality
seems to be a fashionable enough dinner
topic, but we neglect to see that in prac¬
tice it is contrary to egalitarianism. It
strips the individual of identity and dis¬
tinction.
Here at Bates we attempt to deny the
obvious. If each one of us is different,

whether in social, intellectual or athletic
areas, it follows that some are better
than others. Why then insist that we’re
all equal? And yet we still maintain this
false egalitarian bubble to shelter us
from the reality of the competitive
world.
Specifically, we should take issue with
the misapplication of egalitarian ideals
to academics. If academic excellence is
one of the goals of a Bates education, it
should be recognized. The fact that the
Dean’s List is not acknowledged is rep¬
rehensible. Instead of ignoring the aca¬
demic achievers, let’s congratulate
them. Credit is due to those who have
made the effort. Recognizing excellence
here at Bates would not be a destructive
move, but would serve as positive rein¬
forcement.

“Here at Bates we attempt to
deny the obvious. If each one
of us is different, whether in
social, intellectual, or athletic
areas, it follows that some are
better than others. Why then
insist that we’re all equal?”
Does this represent a fear that those
who aren’t recognized will be hurt? Per¬
haps it is believed that recognition would
encourage academic elitism. Yet even an
elitism would mark an increased con¬
cern for learning, at least on the part of
a select group. Academic elitism would
be preferable to some of the forms of so¬
cial or economic elite that persist. And I
must confess my difficulty in imagining

■ SEE SHERWOOD, PAGE 18
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No Particular Place To Go:Dukakis at Bates
I must admit, I got pretty excited
about Dukakis’ coming to Bates. How¬
ever, I think it’s somewhat indicative of
my personality that I was far more ex¬
cited that the national press corps was
coming than Dukakis himself. That’s
the way I am. I hate politicians.
It’s not that I don’t think that the
Duke is a nice guy. As far as politicians
go, he’s alright—at least he seems fairly
earnest. It’s just that I think he’s sleazy
in his own way. I mean, he’s no Ed
Meese, but he seems like a bit of a hack.
Which is what I hate about politi¬
cians. They’re so damned concerned
with themselves. They seem to value
their own personal advancement over all
else. And they’ll say anything to get to
that end. Even if it’s not true.
It kinda makes me sick, sometimes.
More often, though, it makes me
chuckle. Most of these goons try to look
statesmanlike, and come off looking as
stupid and clumsy as twelve year olds.
One look at George Bush in action
should prove that to you.
This is why I was so thrilled to be up
on the press bleachers last Saturday. I
mean, it was the first time I was ever ac¬
tually given a privilege for being a jour¬
nalist. Most of the time I just get rotten
fruit tossed at me. Which isn’t necessar¬
ily bad, but it does smell.
But it also gave me a chance to be
around lots of other people who were
sick and tired of politicians, too. Some of

stop: a brief moment of energy which
quickly passed, and left the Governor to
re-read that same speech to another
crowd. We all quickly returned to our
daily drudgery, and forgot the .candida¬
te’s words.
I don’t want to be too cynical (is it re¬
ally possible to be too cynical?), but what
the Dukakis visit really amounted to was

these people had been following Dukakis
forever. Most of them knew exactly
what he was going to say long before he
said it. They barely even knew where
they were. They didn’t seem to care. I
had to admire that.
Of course I was thrilled. I love to be
around fellow cynics. And these folks

Chris Janak

“Dukakis’ speech was really
thoroughly small and
insignificant. It was a mere
whistle stop: a brief moment
of energy which quickly
passed, and left the Governor
to re-read that same speech to
another crowd. We all quickly
returned to our daily
drudgery, and forgot the
candidate’s words.”

were real cynical. This was just another
tawdry little whistle stop to them. I wish
it had been like that to me. I was so ex¬
cited to be on that platform, why, I felt
like Dan Quayle.
Which is, I guess, the paradox of this
whole situation. The event was so big,
and yet at the same time it was so small.
To Bates, this was the event of the year.
The campus was completely abuzz with
rumors, and, really, the whole idea of
Dukakis’ speaking here captivated our
collective minds for a few solid days.
And at the speech itself, one felt inex¬
plicably involved in the campaign. It was
as though this speech was something
special—some sort of turning point in
the campaign. Amidst the enthusiastic
crowd of who-knows-how-many, I felt
an unexpected rush of energy, as though
something really special was occurring.
On the other side of the coin, though,
the speech was really thoroughly small
and insignificant. It was a mere whistle

a couple of good shots on the evening
news. It was an opportunity to show
some family roots, while at the same
time making an association with educa¬
tion.
It was special to us because it got
Bates on the evening news, but it won’t
have any lasting effect. It was just
another junky little speech. I guess it
beat working on my thesis all afternoon,
but that’s about it.
The funny thing is that there are
people here at Bates who claim that Sa¬

turday’s speech could be some sort of
turning point in the election. What they
don’t know is this: there’s a new turning
point every day. The tides shift with
every speech, and this one was no differ¬
ent. We only think it was because we
were there.
In short, Dukakis neither gained nor
lost any ground on Saturday. He contin¬
ued to kinda muddle through, the way
both candidates have done all along. He
tossed out some slogans in his “forcef¬
ul” voice, gazed at Euterpe with his
“mama’s boy” look, and capitalized on
the tragedy of crimes committed against
his father and brother with a small glint
of sleaziness in his eye. But nothing hap¬
pened, really.
Come to think of it, I’m almost as sick
of people who jump to conclusions as I
am of politicians themselves. One friend
of mine who takes his politics very seri¬
ously said of a few recent electoral devel¬
opments: “I think Dukakis has blown
the election”. I had to wonder whose
crystal ball he had used to figure that one
out.
So take my advice—stay away from
politicians, and don’t think too fast
about politics. Most politicians are so
godawfully stupid that if you just use
your good old fashioned common sense
(even if you’re half-asleep or half-drunk
or half-dead) you’ll still be about ten
steps ahead of ’em. Kinda makes you
sick, doesn’t it?

Police On Campus: Why the Sudden Increase?
A few thoughts on drinking, policy,
and police involvement at Bates. In the
last month we’ve seen an increased po¬
lice presence on campus. Parties at
Small House, Pierce House and the field
outside Roger Williams have been bro¬
ken up because of complaints about their
noise.
Theories as to why the police have in¬
creased their presence on campus vary.
The most simple one is that Bates parties
have become substantially louder. While
that might apply in the case of a few spe¬
cific parties (e.g. the Bill field party), it
doesn’t seem that the average gathering
at Bates is any louder than it was a year
or two years ago.
Another theory is that the deans,

averse to the damage inflicted on resi¬
dential houses, decided to bring the po¬
lice on campus to enforce an unwritten
policy of reducing late night drinking
and damage. While it would make a
great expose, there’s no real proof of this

complain to the police. Neither, all kid¬
ding aside, really provides an answer to
the question of why the police have in-

“The police will now
intervene to close a party
down after one or two
complaints. In the case of the
Bill Field party, it was a
matter of three complaints
that brought the police to
campus. ”

Steve and Peter
Browning
claim.
Other half-serious theories are that
the Lewiston Police decided that they’d
finally list their number in the phone
book or that residents in the area discov¬
ered how to use a magical implement
known as the “telephone,” the better to

creased their activity on the campus.
While no one’s keeping exact records,
it’s safe to say that in the last month the
police have intervened more times on
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campus than in the previous two
years.
Reading the Boston Globe just these
last two weeks, we’ve seen two stories
about the tightened enforcement of
drinking laws by police in New England.
In Boston, the police have stepped up
their crackdown on bars serving minors.
This increased effort by the police comes
at the same time many Boston schools
are reducing or eliminating the right of
students to bring alcohol into their
dorms.
In Castleton Vermont, home of Castleton State College, the town council
passed an ordinance requiring the notifi¬
cation and approval of the police depart¬
ment for gatherings of over thirteen per¬
sons. That’s funny, I thought the “right
to assemble freely” was protected by the
constitution. From these stories above,
one can gather that police all over New
England are tightening up their enforce¬
ment of drinking laws. The Lewiston
police, for better or for worse, are prob¬
ably following this regional trend.
The police will now intervene to close
a party down after one or two com¬
plaints. In the case of the Bill field Party,
it was a matter of three complaints that
brought the police to campus. Two
weekends ago, several hours before the
start of the Small House party, students
in the area observed an increased police
presence along College Street.
The police, upon seeing people con¬
suming alcohol outside the house next to
the road, notified Bates security, telling
security to move the party inside or else
the police would break it up. This fol¬
lowed the normal police procedure in re¬
gard to Bates parties.
As in the case of
Small House, the police will intervene if
security fails to quiet a party down or if
anarchy ensues as it did two weekends
ago. In looking back on the various the¬
ories for increased intervention by the
police on campus, its obvious that we,
the students, can be our own worst ene¬
mies. By disregarding the amount of
noise our parties emit or by turning
them into three ring circuses, we leave
ourselves open to intervention by the
Lewiston Police. Regardless of how we
view the police, we’re going to have to
learn to live in their shadow.
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Baptism By Fire: A Defense of Dan Quayle
It has to be done. Someone has got to
say something conservative in this news¬
paper, and I have taken it upon myself
to do just that. Perhaps I should have
started with an easier topic, you say.
Well, I think I agree. But with every¬
thing that has been said, written, and
thrown up on Dan Quayle, someone
must come to his worthy defense. A
Herculean task, yes. An impossible one,
no. Not by a long shot.
Dan Quayle’s family background is,
indeed, a familiar one. Dad had a lot of
money, so Dan didn’t have to worry
about much except those all-important
golf games. His grades weren’t so hot,
but his family legacy at DePauw surely
helped him get in.
He probably had a trust fund, and the
equivalent of a Saab back then (a green
Chevelle, no doubt). Hmm . . . does
this sound familiar at all . . . Batesies?
Dan may not have had it hard, but
surely we cannot call that a crime or ac¬
cuse him of being a spoiled rich kid
when so many of us know all too well his
family life.
Some people have dismissed Quayle
as a mere clone of Bush—Bush selected
him because he was a younger version of
himself. I find that very hard to accept.
I mean, imagine—a candidate actually
picks a running mate who agrees with
him on major issues.
Of course Bush was attempting to gar¬
ner baby boom votes, but I find it intri-

guing that people are writing Quayle off
because he stands on the same side of
most of the issues as the Presidential
candidate! How thoughtless of George
to push someone he could actually work

Randall J. Bates
with. I agree, though, with the skeptics
that it is strange to see two conservative
Republicans in agreement—what a con¬
cept!
Well, c’mon, the man’s barely 40.
Zero experience. A babe in the woods.
O.K., I’ll admit that he’s a young one,
and certainly not a heartbeat away from
the grave (as Sen. Bentsen looks every
day), but let us not forget history. It was
a mere twenty-five years ago when
everyone went wild over a young, goodlooking two-term Senator named John
Kennedy, and now everyone wants to
deep-six this new, young, good-looking
two-term Senator who’s not even run¬
ning for President. Oh, I know. ,
Kennedy’s home life was probably much
bleaker—I hear those touch football
games at their second home got pretty
rough at times.
Some have dismissed Quayle because
he’s bouncy and energetic. Apparently,
one has to be a stoic and, dare I say, cor¬
pse-like (right, Gov. Dukakis) to be in
politics now. However, this unchained
enthusiasm has made Dan look bad on
T.V. a couple of times. But I am con-

fused by why he would appear overenthusiastic. After all, he was only a Sena¬
tor who just got selected to run for VicePresident of the U.S.—I can’t believe he
even smiled!
And let’s not forget that first week of
Quayle’s baptism by fire after the Na¬
tional Guard tenure came out. Again,
he looked bad as the onslaught began,
but that did not last. When the press
continued to hound him in a feeding
frenzy, he stood his ground (shaky as it
was) and took it on the chin, again and
again. The press wars on Quayle did not
help the campaign, but it showed that he
had some sort of mettle. There is poten¬
tial there that is quickly covered over by
his speaking screw-ups.
And then there’s golf. Quayle plays
too much. Spent more time playing golf
than studying at school made him a bad
student, (if this is true, then I’m in trou¬
ble). Certainly, this is an excellent gauge
for whether or not he’ll make a good Vi¬
ce-President. And this is much more im¬
portant than his strong stand on national
defense. I do agree, though—we can’t
have
iron-wielding,
club-swinging
golfers anywhere near the White House.
Truly another excellent reason to dis¬
miss Quayle.
But let’s get real. Dan Quayle is not
the best choice for Vice-President, but
he is a better choice than Lloyd Bentsen.
Quayle indeed has made many mis¬
takes, and failing to serve in Vietnam

was one.
Still, Quayle should not be dismissed
as a giddy schoolboy. He is a two term
Senator who is learning what it takes to
survive in Presidential politics. He

“We are all a little wary about
Dan Quayle being a heartbeat
away, but in this and any
election, the VP is not the
most important issue.
Although we still have
questions about Quayle, those
about Bush are disappearing
and those about Dukakis are
mounting.”
knows how to use a campaign and how
to use money, as exemplified by his
thrashing of incumbent Senator Birch
Bayh in 1980.
I think we are till a little wary about
Dan being a heartbeat away, but in this
and any election, the VP is not the most
important issue. And although we still
have questions about Quayle, those
about Bush are disappearing and those
about Dukakis are mounting.
But for Dan Quayle, the baptism by
fire is just beginning. As the campaign
continues, the mud will continue to fly,
but I remain convinced that if he isn’t
disqualified for being exuberant and en¬
thusiastic, Dan Quayle will prove to be
a formidable political figure.

Mush, Mush, Mush: The Failure of Politics
Why is it that all issues have sub¬
merged into obscurity during an election
year? Have we all made up our minds
on all of the issues? Can it really be true
that “substance is boring”, that Amer¬
icans are not interested in arguments,
only opinions?
We hear the two candidates scream
their positions at each other, yet neither
seems interested in arguing their stance.
Is this because politicians don’t think,
they only take the majority’s position? I
certainly hope not, unless they are even
more shallow than even I thought.
As an example, take Bush on the issue
of abortion: he tells us he favors adop-

tion, not abortion. Surely there is more
to this issue than this nice slogan. Isn’t
it obvious that adoption and abortion
are not easily substituted for each other?
There is much more to having a baby
than the bland creation of a life, and it is
precisely because of these complications
that some women choose abortion over
adoption.
True, adoption is a nice political solu¬
tion, since Bush can please the right-tolifers and the many couples seeking
adopted babies in one swift move. It’s
not that easy, for if it were, many more
women would choose adoption over
abortion—not only would they earn

Equality or Diversity
■ SHERWOOD, FROM PAGE 16
an elite academic clique, holed up in
Milliken or The Bill, having exclusive
intellectual rap sessions. It seems to me
that most Batesies have a long ways to
go before becoming overly obsessed with
academic performance.
The ideal, which itself is valid, is not
always practical. Imagine the egalitarian
philosophy as applied to a group of ath¬
letes, or musicians. The result could be
a team with four complete strings or a
jazz band with ten trumpets. The prin¬
ciple holds that anyone who wants
should have the opportunity to play. But
the fact that these groups are denied any
form of exclusion has consequences. It
may decimate a good volleyball team or
band.
The quality of the group is compro¬
mised when there is no allowance for ex¬
clusion. By opening the experience to
anyone - we have diminished the experi¬
ence. We must realize that inclusiveness
invites
mediocrity. The just course
would be to give each student a fair op¬
portunity to demonstrate that he/she
should be included. In the same way,
this egalitarian lack of competition, in
academics, leads to scholastic medioc¬
rity.
Many people suggest that academics
need not be competitive, that each stu¬
dent will set his or her own goals. They
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suggest that competitiveness taints the
educational process, and puts undue
pressure on the student. Even if one re¬
spects this naive notion of inner drive, it
wouldn’t result in a successful education
by any Bates standard. The inner driven
student would claim satisfaction in
learning. He or she would not need the
gratification of grades, he or she would
not even bother to take the tests or gain
a diploma; his or her reward would be
knowledge alone.
Now in reality, it is the threat of the
impending mid-term that motivates, not
any high ideal. Offering the added in¬
centive of recognition for achievement
would only encourage further success.
Having ones name printed in the back
of a catalog, after graduating, is hardly
commensurate reward for four years of
study.
Egalitarianism is an idealist concept
which has come to be equated with equal
opportunity and nondiscrimination.
Testimony to the reality of the vast so¬
cioeconomic discrepancy on campus is
provided by the Saabs parked outside
my window. Instead of trying to cover
up the differences, Bates should show¬
case the diversity and talent of its stu¬
dents. We must examine the possibility
that egalitarian academics may do more
harm than good by actually discourag¬
ing excellence and achievement.
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some money, but they would have the
satisfaction of helping another couple as
well.
I don’t think anyone advocates abor-

John Buckman
tion as a means of common birth con¬
trol. Whatever the fetus’ worth, no-one
can argue its potentiality to become a
person. Everyone agrees that people
have some inherent worth to them, and
that the potentiality of the fetus to become
a person is of some importance.
On the flip side, I don’t think the issue
is so simple as to say that a woman
should be able to do whatever she wants
with her body because it is hers. There
are many other issues to be considered:
the possibility of the fetus being a person
with the same rights as an adult, the
pain the fetus feels during an abortion
and even the opinion of the father.
If the fetus is a person (in the moral
sense), then how do its rights fare when
its desires (if it can have any) conflict
with those of its mother. Some would
say that it 'is unfair to kill the fetus just
for the matter of “convenience”. They
argue that the mother should be held ac¬
countable for her actions and be forced
to have the baby. The inconvenience of
having the baby does not outweigh the
negative effect of killing the fetus.
But what if the issue of responsibility
• is not so clear cut. What if the woman
was raped, for example? Rape, as it is
defined today, means that the woman
must fight with all her might to avoid the
assault, and put herself in further phys¬
ical danger in so doing. It is not so easy
to say “no abortion except in the case
of rape, etc.”. We have to go back and
analyze what our society and its legal
system define as rape.
Putting matters into a hypothetical
perspective, a particularly poignant ex¬
ample was raised by Judith Jarvis
Thompson. Imagine that you have been
kidnapped by a society of music lovers
and hooked up to a famous violinist with
a failing kidney. They tell you that you
are free to walk away, but doing so will
kill the violinist. After nine months the
violinist will be healthy, and you can be

disconnected. Most of us would prob¬
ably say that you have every right to dis¬
connect yourself from him or her, even
knowing that it will result in his or her
death, and that it would be very nice of
you if you stayed hooked up to save his
or her life.
What if we shortened the time period
that it would take the violinist to get well
to one month, one week, one hour, or
even one minute? If it only took one
minute of your time to save that life,
doesn’t it seem as if you should be obli¬
gated to do so? Are you responsible for
the violinist’s death if you refuse to give
him or her one minute of your kidney?
There is no simple answer to this di¬
lemma, and it only starts to touch base
with the enormous complications that
surround every moral dispute.
Somehow, this all gets lost in the polit¬
ical process. No-one is interested in the
reasons why Bush favors adoption, or
even what he plans to specifically do
about it. They’re only interested in his
opinion. I don’t mean to harp on Bush,
because Dukakis is just as guilty of turn¬
ing complicated issues into handy slo¬
gans. I mean to argue the point that we
need to do something about the lack of
depth in the political community.
Our politicians are not their own men
and women. They are shaped by what
they see as being most politically pru¬
dent. Of course I am not suggesting that
we should get into the logistics of abor¬
tion in a ninety minute nationally broad¬
cast debate, but I would like to hear from
the candidates themselves what they use
as the rationales behind their opinions.
The sheets spelling out each of the candi¬
dates’ positions stink of professionalism.
You get the feeling that the candidates
themselves don’t even read the justifica¬
tions for their opinions.
A politician these days fells that he or
she must choose a position and never
waver from it, never consider the oppos¬
ing arguments for fear of being proven
wrong. It’s high time we heard the can¬
didates debate about why they have a
particular position on an issue, instead
of being bombarded with foolish oneliners.

FQRUM

Electoral Parallels and Common Sense
Favorable comparisons have been
made between the Presidential election
of 1988 and the election of 1960, mostly
by Democrats attempting to lure back
the blue collar Reagan defectors with
memories of John F. Kennedy, but also
(with a little less frequency) by some
members of the media.
Certainly the comparison is a tantaliz¬
ing and attractive one to make. Dukakis,
like John F. Kennedy in 1960, is a Mas¬
sachusetts Democrat at the top of the
ticket. His running mate, Lloyd Bentsen
is a Texas Senator, just like Lyndon B.
Johnson. They’ll be facing, like the 1960
ticket, an incumbent Republican VicePresident, in a very close race. The cur¬
rent race follows eight years of peace and
prosperity under an aging but im¬
mensely popular President: Ronald
Reagan—1988’s analogue to Dwight D.
Eisenhower.
As with any historical comparison,
though, there are important differences
to be noted. Reagan is already cam¬
paigning much harder for Bush than Ike
ever did for Nixon. The debates cer¬
tainly aren’t proving as decisive in ’88 as

they were in ’60. Furthermore, Dukakis
couldn’t ever hope to be as charismatic
as JFK, although Bush is doing a solid
Nixon impersonation. Also significant is
the fact that in 1988 it was the Democrat
who broke the cardinal rule of Presiden¬
tial politics by picking his running mate
from his opponent’s home state, rather

Peter McDonald
than the Republican. Dukakis picked
Bentsen where Nixon chose Henry Ca¬
bot Lodge of Massachusetts in 1960.
Despite these and other inconsistenc¬
ies, however, the 1960/1988 comparison
will become irresistible if the Duke
should win. A Dukakis victory will mean
that we’ll be hearing more and more
about how the situation is analogous to
the 1960’s.
If George Bush should win, on the
other hand, a new comparison will have
to be found for those who insist upon a
circular view of history. In preparation
for just such an occurrence, I suggest a
look at the election of 1836.
If George Bush wins, it will mark the
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first time since 1836 that an incumbent
Vice-President has been elected Presi¬
dent. Martin Van Buren was the last to
do it, but there are surprisingly relevant
comparisons to be made even before we
know whether or not George Bush will
join him.
, Both elections involve hand-picked
successors, Van Buren and Bush, to
strong, extremely popular, “people’s
Presidents’’, Andrew Jackson and Ron¬
ald Reagan. Both elections serve as a
referendum on the policies of those two
Presidents. Both Vice-Presidents face
relatively disorganized and badly man¬
aged opposition, although the Demo¬
crats are much better off today than the
infant Whig party was in 1836.
The most interesting comparison,
however, is not between the candidates
or parties, but between the two incum¬
bent administrations and their economic
policies. Just as Jackson enjoyed great
economic success while pursuing the
questionable policy of destroying the
Second Bank of the United States, Rea¬
gan has revived our nation’s economy

while driving up the federal budget defi¬
cit.
The result in Jackson’s case was
the Panic of 1837 and the depression
that followed, both of which were
blamed on Martin Van Buren (and

“Reagan is already
campaigning much harder for
Bush than Ike ever did for
Nixon. The debates certainly
aren’t proving as decisive in
’88 as they were in ’60.
Furthermore, Dukakis
couldn’t ever hope to be as
charismatic as Kennedy,
although Bush is doing a
pretty good Nixon
impersonation. ’ ’
which probably cost him reelection in
1840). Many have argued that we are
currently embarked on a similar path as
a result of Reagan’s fiscal recklessness.
Of course, differences can be noted
here as well. Most notably, the Republi¬
cans led by Bush are much more in tune
ideologically with the defeated Whigs
than with the more egalitarian Jackson¬
ian Democrats. Again, however, the
comparison will become irresistible
should Bush win.
If we were to follow the 1836/1988
comparison to its logical conclusion,
then, we might predict a Bush victory in
November, followed by a severe reces¬
sion, followed by a Democratic victory
in 1992. If the Duke wins, on the other
hand, we may find ourselves involved in
a showdown with Soviet missiles in
Cuba or perhaps Nicaragua, followed by
an assassination of Dukakis, followed by
Bentsen’s committing us to a war in
some far off jungle.
Obviously, it is doubtful that either
scenario will actually happen, suggesting
that such superficial comparisons,
whether 1960-1988 or 1836-1988, are
not particularly useful in helping us de¬
cide for whom to vote. Then again,
come to think of it, this campaign has
been notable for these kinds of triviali¬
ties.
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Carlas FeJ/crman
LuJu ScbmuU
Jascz

T0D0 LEE
MRH POLLITZ
Gabriel at 45"
JOHN HRR0NIRN
UICKY COOMBS
"flenible"
LORI 00 LRN

Kyriakos Rtsalis
Tripp Hughes

JULIE THOMAS

88.5 on 91.5

OFF TO KENYA

CRTHY BOOSfiLES
STEPH STERGI0U
KELLI REVNG0UDT

Eliot Shepard
Jon McLaughlin

HOLLY COTE
JO SERUEY

OflN GLEASON
SCOn RGHRBRBIRN

SOMETHING NICE"

"NICE HRIR, DUDE"

douctoMRSIRN

"LUe Know
Euerything"

BBT KICOBS

WFTAL WTTW
BITCVBAN

TONY GFVMSI
ANDREW KAISER

IT’S BRA INF ADE, KIDS

"I'm a good DJ."

My mother says,

Morag Martin

ADRIAN COLLAZO
KAR1SSA HAMILTON

DAVID AARESTAD
BODIN MUSHINSKY
SARAH MILLER
CLASSICAL SUNDAY
KRTEFRRRGHER
DERNNfl ROY
MERRI GRROURL

NEW AGE
JEN GIBBONS

Jascz
Juotika Uazirani
Lauro Bueno PROTEST
AARON HUMPHRIES
ANTHONY MILLER

Jascz Gads
Eliot Smith
Jascz
Ken Shermood
NEWSMAGAZINE 9-9:30
Danny Boylan&flark Heim

kt mccrrthy
LESLEE SMITH
TRICIfl CLOSE
LISR COMER

DRN BR0LUDY
KIM PHINNEV
FRED HELLER

CO’MMOOiTOL'K.
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ISh ould Bates have a sexual orientation
isa Reisz
Reporter

Mike Golden ’91 and Floris van der
Burg ’91 “ -es, sure they should have
Dne. If you claim to be egalitarian, be
egalitarian.”

§

ClaUSC f

Nicole Ellingboe ’91 “You should defi¬
nitely not discriminate because everyone
has their right to their own privacy. ”

Amy Hamilton
Photographer

Jen Parmelee ’91 “Yeah. I guess it’s
just like everything else in the (legal dis¬
claimer) clause. Sexual preference is as
important. ”

Christina Nelson ’91 “(The legal dis¬
claimer) should include sexual prefer¬
ence because people with sexuality other
than heterosexual are a minority and
should be treated just as equally as any
other minority group.”

FREE
2 Liter Bottle of Pepsi
with the Purchase of
a 2-item, 18 inch pizza
from

VEsiPuccr
|56 Sabbatus St., Lewiston. Offer good only Monday - Thursday
while supplies last.

Expires October 20, 1988 p.m.

For Quick Service Please Phone Ahead

786-4535

PIZZA • PIZZA • PIZZA ‘PIZZA

PIZZA

PIZZA

PIZZA • PIZZA • PIZZA ‘PIZZA • PI
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